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SJS Battles Lobos in 14th Homecomin Clash
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Winless Spartans Seek
’1144- First Victory of Season
By JOHN HENRY
Tomorrow night at 8 at Spartan
Stadium the San Jose State Spartans will meet the New Mexico
Lobos in this year’s Homecoming
game. The Spartans are still looking for their first win of the season after dropping five and tying
one game.
The Lotois on the other hand
have compiled a respectible 4-1-1
record. The only loss on their
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’Hot’ Jinx
On Bonfire

schedule came to Texas Western.,
Coach Bob Titchenal of the Spartans says that although the Westerners won, it was the Lobos who
dominated the game.

uating seniors, Ftud Thomas and
Dan Libarle.
If Hansen works out well in the
game. Titchenal may start him at
the spot next week. Hansen hasn’t
Last week the New Mexico been able to scrimmage this week
eleven was upset by the Utah Red- becau.se of a sore shoulder, so he
skins who gained a 7-7 tie in their is an unknown quantity at center.
Homecoming Game at Salt Lake’
HOLLAND AT TACKLE
City,
Bill Holland will probably take
ALTERS LINEUP
over for Hansen at the left tackle
Titchenal plans some lineup
changes for the game. Cass Jackson will be in at flankerback in
place of Pete Demos. Fred Engel
has been moved up to the left
guard position in place of Ron McBride.

,

piasition. Wendell Schell will also
be ready for action after a four
week layoff. Both are sophomores
and will be back next year.
The Lobos are led by the fine
running tailback, Bobby Santiago,
who has grounded out 453 yards
on 94 carries for an average of 4.8
per try. The little. 5-foot 9-inch
166 pound back also is a threat
throwing the ball. He has completed three if six passes for 93
yards and three touchdowns.
Titchenal says that Santiago will
take a lateral from quarterback
Jim Cromartie and then throw the
long ball for the touchdown.

Larry Hansen, who has played
both tackle and guard this season,
Keep ;,otir fingers crossed and will see action at the center post, I
tack up that old horseshoe, the Titchenal says. He wants to find a
Bonfire Rally jinx may still be capable replacement for the grad with us.
In the last 12 years of the 14 HALFBACK TOM DOSLAK (41) LEADS INTERFERENCE FOR QUARTERBACK RAND CARTER (15) IN RECENT GAME WITH CAL
year-old event, the Bonfire has
been plagued by firebugs anxious
to start festivities early . . . too
early.
GROUND GAINS
The bonfire was insured for $1
The rest of the New Mexico
million in 1950. but the fire went
backfield is just as dangerous on
off on schedule and San Jose
the ground as Santiago. Fullback
State failed to collect.
Abdul H. Foroobar, who is on
Bucky Stallings has gained 357
In 1954 SJS students held off a six -month’s tour of the United
yards for an average of 5.6 yarns
175 University of Santa Clara States under the sponsorship of the
per carry. He Ls third on the team
"burners" in the morning only to United Nations Technical Assistin scoring with 18 points on three
have 15 students from Stanford ance Office in Iran is currently
TDs.
off
the
blaze
that
afternoon.
touch
visiting the SJS campus.
Wingback Jim Ottomann, who
Two years ago, in 1960, near
Foroobar, who has reecived a
shares the duties with Howard
riots broke out as Staters attempt- B.S. degree in agriculture from;
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1962
41180
No. 28 ed to save the bonfire from rival Maryland University, is touring dif- Hancock, has gained 110 yards for
Vol. 50
an average of 4-1. Hancock has
arsonists.
ferent industrial plants, especially
gained 208 yards to rank third in
This year things are going to those concerned with agriculture,
team rushing with an average carchange, according to Don Bevi- to learn new techniques and methIT of 4.8.
lacqua, Bonfire Rally chairman. ods of these industries.
’
The fourth man in the backfield,
Edward S. Carmick, associate
"Only students with student body
ICromartie. likes to run rather
cards will be allowed on the field." professor of industrial engineering,
than throw. He has gained 142
and members of Alpha Phi Omega. arranged for Foroobar’s visit to
yards in 37 tries for an average
men’s honorary fraternity, began the SJS campus. Foroobar has alof 3.8,
building the bonfire this morning ready met with a group of Iranian
eromartie has attempted only
students.
rather than last night.
they minute check on the activities of
WASHINGTON !UPI, --- The ons. By turning around
:lasses all year and has cominvolved
in
the
ships
Soviet
bloc
clash
with
avoided
the
dangerous
Cuba
naval task force blockading
pleted 8 for 106 yards. One of his
world
had
Cuban
trade
through
agents
and
intercepted a Soviet tanker on the the US. fleet that the
passes, however, was good for a
(This is the fifth in e series of articles
plane and ship surveillance.
quarantine ling early yesterady feared.
concerning Proposition IA State Nightouchdown. Cromartie has had four
The "intercept" of the Soviet
but let it pass through because it
passes intercepted.
A report circulating in congres- er Education Construction bond inue,
on
the
Nov.
6
ballot).
tanker by an unidentified U.S. sional circles here said the Navy
carried no prohibited materials.
BACKFIELD DEPTH
A Defense
Department an- naval ship occurred at 5 a.m. PDT. task force had made a visual
With zero hour for Californi’
The Lobos have great depth in
nouncement indicated the tensely The Pentagon said the U.S. ves- check of the ship, Rep. James
voters’ decision on Proposition l.\
the backfield. Bob Jensen, Santiawaited encounter on the high sel "ascertained" that the tanker Van Zandt, R -Pa., said in New
nearing, San Jose State’s student
ago’s replacement. has gained 100
seas passed off without incident only had petroleum aboard.
York he had been advised the task force, disseminating informayards and an average of 3.8 per
By MARGIE YAMAMOTO
The statement said nothing to Soviet captain had told the Navy
because there was no question
tive material on the state higher
Hoinecomin; weekend begins in a literal "blaze of glory" at cam’. Joe Harris has carried the
about the Russian ship’s cargo.
suggest that a U.S. inspection he was carrying the petroleum education construction bond issue,
tonight’s Bonfire Rally. Students will begin gathering at 7 in a field hall 12 times for 77 yards and a
The department said that "at party actually boarded the tanker. cargo.
has reached a feverish pitch of !adjacent to the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds, located at the .6.4 average.
least a dozen Soviet vessels" had There was speculation the ship
Petroleum has not been consid- , activity.
Overall, the Lobos’ backfield has
I
, south end of Seventh Street.
turned hat* from the course and the nature of its cargo may
Tomorrow morning at the Colered among materials which would j
Ti assure against any premature beginning of the bonfire "only gained 1.516 yards on the ground
whieh was taking them toward have been known in advance
lege’s 1962 Homecoming Parade. students showing student body cards will be admitted into the rally," while the big line has kept opponhe subject to the blockade.
Cuba and the blockade fleet.
through intelligence activities.
ents’ running to 816.
The Defense Department said j a contingent of students from the Don Bevilacqua, Bonfire Rally chairman, stressed.
"A spokesman said these might
U.S. CHECKS SHIPPING
!college residence halls and Blue ’
Although New Mexico doesn’t
orchestra leader, and the Way- ’
the
dozen
or
so
Russian
ships
Mancini,
Henry
by
Appearances
Isee
obviously
.
country
This
,.arrying offensive welt
which turned back did so "pre- Key. men’s upper division honor farers, folk singers, will highlight the event.
’go to the air often, when it does,
sab
umly because, according to the society, will march alongside a
-This is the first time we have been able to have ’name’ per- watch 011C Five of the Lobos’ 18
special IA car passing out leaf. sonalities at one of our rallies," Bevilacqua said.
(Continued on Page 7)
information,
concerning
the
bond issue.,
they lets
ourbeen carrying often.
!might ofhave
SJS’ Alumni Association is spon-;
which commits 86547.000 of IA’s ;soeng
; sive materials."
the performer’s appearance I
i
, $270,000,000 to construction and
at the rally.
1
The Pentagon statement added:
equipment for SJS .
1 TWO members of the Wayfarers
’"However, the first Russian ship
Also entered in the parade will i are former San Jose residents and
I that proceeded through the area
patrolled by our forces was a be a car with a Proposition IA 1SJS graduates. The former Sparsign on it, to be driven by Blue j tans, Dick Bailey and Sean Bonin in ander of the Soviet tanker."
cadets are not ment and
Key members. accordim: to Dennis. niwell, appeared at 1959’s Bonfire
Air Force members, nor are they AFROTC detachment at SJS.
Chambers. in charge of IA activi- Rally while still students at SJS.
subjeet to military law, and are
Major Tarpley said he had he:o71
1 ies for the society.
The Wayfarers are expected to
only subject to that law when they from a professor on campus th,,,
;
j
At the Homecoming game in entertain before the rally," Bevihave completed their prescribed some SJS students had received
’the evening, members of Spartan iaequa added.
College work and receive their word from their families 1,, ’,erne
E
j-e
’Shields. men’s lower division honor
commission as Second Lieuten- home this weekend. The Ma
QUEEN WILL APPEAR
will
pass
out
informative
.
society,
ants." said Maj. Joe F. Tarpley. he did not know if this c;111 \vas
Other personalities scheduled to
leaflets.
By MICHAEL T. MALLOY
head of the Air Science Depart- precipitated by the Cuban situaIt
at the rally include Home’ippear
Behind the scenes. however, vast
r.z4n 5#
NEW DELHI, India I upo
tion, but he said:
coming Queen Elaine Halvorsen
hours of time have been donated
"Our program is a permanent Chinese Comunist troops have by campus sororities, fraternities, and her court, Coach Rob Titch’
one in colleges, and we are not smashed their way into the mon- faculty wives, department secre- enal and the Spartan football team
74.
ii £4
going to fold up our tent and run astery town of Tawang, an Indian taries and other individual vol.: and Dr. Dudley DeGroot. former
spokesman announced yesterady.
Spartan football coach and Home- ’
when things get hot."
unteers to address and stuff:
Parade Grand Marshal.
IT
Major Tarpley stated that his It was the biggest victory to date
Ii 15,000 letters to California coming
war
the
Reds
in
their
border
for
In addition to leading tomorany
to
subject
he
not
cadets would
resident parents of S.15 students,
row’s Homecoming Parade. Dr.
quicker call-up for active duty with India.
from ASB President Bill Hauck.
DeGroot will be honored at a noThe town fell Wednesday night and
than would the civilian.
open house reception fol121 20,000 letters to S.TS alumni host
said his unit is designed to to a "three -prong attack" by the
He
lose State students and farlowed by a testimonial banquet at
Civil Defense efforts wherever Chinese after "bitter fighting in from Hauck. S.IS President John
aid
;
give their views on the
the Hawaiian Gardens that evean organization is needed to give the outskii ts." the spokesman said. T. Wahlquist, and Alumni Asso,..efe
O..
" erisis over KLOK Radio
Tawang is a major Buddhist ciation President William Eckert ning.
orders and to follow them out.
t’ c evening at 9:30 on "ShowPaHomecoming
Tomorrow’s
religious center and caravan stop briefing them on how the issue
"My advice would he to stay in
produced and directed by
in the northeast frontier agency, will affect San Jose State. The rade will kick off at 9:30 am, from
the -lb: radio and television area school. What the Air Force needs
PARADE ROUTE Tomorrow’s
of First and San Salsouthwest,
of the principal Indian letters, telling what sIS
college
with
will get if the corner
Speech and Drama Depart- most is competent men
Dhola which fell the issue passes, also states the vador Streets, accot ding to Gary
border
post
of
Homecoming Parade will begin
program
degrees. The Air Force
ment
to Chinese attacks previously. It expected 40 per cent increase in Brasfield, parade co-ordinator.
The interviews, a special news merely- complements the underat 9:30 a.m. from the formation
is la miles south of the Tibetan student population by 1965.
SHIELDS TO HELP
feature Tor this week’s show, will graduate curriculum," the Major border near Bhutan.
at First and San Salvador
area
Shields.
Spartan
The 36 faculty wives alone
Members of
ref I
t opinions of the United added.
It is the first, civilian adminis- spent 150 he,oes hanging on type. sophomore men’s honorary society,
"When and if an emergency does
Si :Or< quarantine of Soviet misStreets. The parade will proceed
unit plan to cooper- trative renter to he occupied by writersin an effort to address the will act as parade marshals and
shipments to Cuba, and the come, we as a
north on First, up Santa Clara,
the Chinese Reds since
they thousands of envelopes.
assist in the formation area.
Possible effects of this action on ate with Civil Defense authorities
south on Second, and east on
crossed the disputed McMahon
Sunday, thousands of students
"Spardi Was There.’’ us the
the United States and world.
and stay with the AFROTC pr
border line Sept. S. and then from state colleges all over Call -1 theme that will he carried out by
San Carlos to Eighth. The floats
Morton A Boss , associate Profen- grant as directed."
Men s & Women’s
launched an all-out attack last fornia will he participating in a the 47 float and novelty division
nor.
will remain on display there for
,tf photography, will be leaFriday night.
-Student March" to inform voters entrants.
ured On the show’s "Career
the rest of +he day. Almost 50
Indian Defense Ministry spokes- on IA. the first bond issue listed ,
Seven parade judges representFromm"
Qua/its Barber
floats and marching units are
men said Wednesday that tw,, on the Nov. 6, general election ing campus non -instructional staff
’nest on the "Spartan Feature"
Ship
expected to participate in the
trophies
ballot.
award
16-page
will
..PM’s
of
Communist
Chinese
faculty
and
groups
Peacock,
ssionent will be Thomas E. Eagan,
The
135 E. San Carlos
parade. Dr. Dudley DeGroot,
An estimated 200-418) students in the fair parade divisions float.
troops were pushing toward TaProfessor of music, speaking on eolor supplement to the sport an
Between 3rd & 4th
the activities of
former Spartan football coach,
Daily, will he distributed 12,080 wang with considerable strength from SJS’ residence halls are es novelty, band and ROTC units.
Phi Mu Alpha, the
Homecoming
pected
north
S.
the
Spartans
Irian
the
at
to
participate
in
and
west.
It
was
evening
the
doorVoila
That
national niusie fr
with
strongternity.y*s
will act as Parade Grand MarOPENING TODAY
these troops who pm:untidily cap- to-door. preeinet-hy-preeinct
- will meet the University of New
Rounding out the broadcast will edition.
shal.
be news and
the town.
tured
Stadium.
Mexico at Spartan
(Continued on Page 8)
sports.
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First Russ Ship Hits Blockade;
Twelve Won’t Try for Cuba

a

Task Force
Steps Up
Campaign

Big Weekend Opens
With Bonfire Tonight

Cadets Not Subiect best
To Military Courts
AFRoTc

Red Chinese Win
’Biggest Victory’

Students, Faculty
Air Crisis Views
On KLOK Sunday
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What Is Nikita’s Cuban Buildup Motive?
lt NHL
t1.-.1/
I II Foreign
..,1.. Nikita 1,..,:iielick
a
realist and a good tactician, he
must have foreseen at least the
possibility that the United States
eventually would call a halt to
his buildup of Cuba as a Caribbean Communist arsenal.
Just as President Kennedy
foresaw a possible Soviet retaliatory move against Berlin and
took steps to forestall it, so
Khrushchev must have considered his next step.
To believe otherwise would be
to believe the Soviet leader
totally incapable of logic and so
to increase the danger of world
nuclear disaster through simple
miscalculation.
If initial Soviet reaction to the
Cuban weapons blockade seemed
uncertain, it could well have been
less a matter of surprise than
from the need to survey the
Soviets’ own timetable.
THREE THEORIES
A number of reasons, all speculative, have been advanced for
the Soviet course of action in
Cuba. The island now is estimated to have at least $200 million worth of Soviet arms, including nuclear-carrying missiles.
The simplest theory is that the
weapons would make easier the

export o. c.,stro’s revolution to
other Latin American nations by
violent means.
Another is that Khrushchev
intended to use Cuba to increase
his bargaining position on Berlin.
A third is that a Soviet base
in Cuba might make the United
States more agreeable to Soviet
demands that foreign bases all
over the world be eliminated.
In all three there may be some
validity.
UNWANTED WAR
If Cuba can be obtained cheaply, then so much the better. But
it seems highly unlikely that
Khrushchev deliberately would
seek a war over Cuba, far from
Soviet supply lines and at a cost
the Russian people inevitably
would have to pay.
Khrushchev’s world strategy
requires a high degree of maneuverability, which already has
been reduced by his own quarrel
with Red China. China’s attack
on India and his own internal
difficulties.
It seems highly unlikely that
he would reduce this maneuverability further by entrusting the
decision over use of nuclear
weapons to the unpredictable
Fidel Castro any more than he
would to East Germany’s Walter
Ulbricht.

Welcome Home Alumni!
Let’s Beat New Mexico
Master
JEWELERS
72
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By TIM BARR

When Times Were Gay
Some of the critics of journalism say the humor column is
dying out. True, this week’s news from Cuba hasn’t done much
to tickle a columnist’s wit. It fact, it probably forced that wit into
some turtle-like recess.
Just for a moment, let’s recall the good old days of 1935-36
that our special guests of this weekend remember so well.
WIVES TAG AFTER COACHES
From Spartan Spasms, by Murdock and Bishop, Sept. 23, 1935:
"We see that Messrs. DeGroot and Hubbard were not able to get
away from the ladies of those respective houses. Both Mrs. DeGroot
and Mrs. Hubbard are keeping the weather eye out for the safety
of the Spartan grid mentors, and both should come back to San
Jose safe and sound.’’ (Written aboard the Cascade Limited, Salembound./
Will Ryan in his column "Tackle Low," wrote on Nov. 4, 1935,
"Down in the locker room I caught Tackle Low going out the back
door. When I got close to him, I noticed how bulgy he was in his
pants. He smiled at me and said, "Must go home rapidly. Honorable
male parent waiting to open laundry business."
"How do you do it, Tackle Low?" Ryan asked.
"Coach, he say meet iron with iron. Confucius also say ’an
iron for an iron, and a teeth for a tooth.’ Now I take irons home
and meet shirts."
Special to the Spartan Daily from Coach Dud DeGroot, Dec.
7, 1935, from Honolulu:
LOSE 15 POUNDS
"San Jose State won the seventh annual Shrine game here
today before a sellout crowd of 20,000 fans, defeating a combined
Kamehameha school and alumni team by the convincing score of
22 to 7, scoring in every quarter . . . All the members of the San
Jose team played great ball with, Watson, Carpenter and Baldwin
scoring touchdowns and Argilla kicking a 35-yard field goal from
a difficult angle. Pura and Swartzell played 60 minutes and lost
15 pounds each, with others losing almost as much."
From "Here an’ There," a cartoon by Michael Angelo, Jan. 27,
1936. A boy is sitting on the couch with his girl. "Do you pet," he
asked.
"Sure," she replied. "Animals."
"Well, start right in, I’ll be the goat."
The San Jose State President T. W. MacQuarrie wrote a
column for the paper titled "Just Among Ourselves." On Feb. 4,
1936, he wrote, "Funny thing about most unfavorable criticism.
Most of us don’t understand, but when someone comes out with
a denunciation the rest of us pick up the theme and add our howls
to the chorus. How we smacked our lips Friday morning. It was
a juicy bit. We enjoyed vicariously the shriveling of the seared and
quivering souls. A smell of blood and we’re off. The rumor ran thus:
’My dear, I heard it was rotten, simply r-rotten. They didn’t even
know their lines. The worst thing the Players have ever done. I
have tickets for tonight, but I wouldn’t be seen in that audience
for words, not for w-words!’ So they stayed away and missed a
good show."
My fingers are beginning to twitch from the anticipation of
being accused of plagiarism. So I’d best get back to 1962.
Things haven’t changed too much, have they? I mean, Tower
Hall is still standing.
Only our generation really has something to look forward to.
Saturday!

’Red Strength Verbal’
Professor Birns States

M.UtTIN
111
Certainly one of the most
serious foreign policy moves the
United States has made in several years came Monday afternoon when President John F.
Kennedy announced to the nation the initiation of a blockade
of the island of Cuba.
To get a look at some of the
hInt fin’ Kennedy’s move, and
lor a view of some of the historical background of the situation, Spartan Daily this week
talked with Dr. Laurence R.
Barns, assistant professor of political science.

SERIOUS
Dr. Rims was serious and
thoughtful; he said he had listened to the speech three times,
and had read the full text in
the newspaper. "Probably the
most significant thing is that
the United States is acting
against freedom of the seas, a
point about which this country
has several times in history been
willing to go to war," he stated.
The United States, he said,
had "abrogated the tradition of
snore than 100 years," and had
been joined in the precedent breaking move by Great Britain.
another nation which has stood
for freedom of the seas.
The great riddle, to Hints, is,
"Why would the Soviets give
offensive arms to Cuba?"
"Cuba," he said, "has nothing
to lose; Russia has everything
to lose."

Birns feels that the attainment of this goal of strategic
firepower is extremely dangerous, for it gives the Soviets the
worry that the United States
might "go for the main chance,"
and try to bomb out military
targets while leaving cities for
U.S. takeover.
"The arming of Cuba might
be a move to force the U.S.
into a sort of ’quid pro quo’
swap of concessions- they might
pull arms out of Cuba if we
would move our missiles away
from the Russian border."
Birns warned against letting
the situation become an "escalatory exchange," out of the hands
of the politicians and into the
hands of the military.
"One of the first rules of this
sort of thing is that you have
to leave some way for your
enemy to back out, and back
out with dignity, or the crisis
can become an excalatory exchange, with both nations acting like mad dogs."
Several things can happen
floss’. Birns believes. The Rus-
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$1.00 ea.
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49c lb.
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T-BONE STEAK

98c lb.

Open Doily from
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to 8:30 p.m.
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40 -PIECE ORCHESTRA
Hear MANCINI and full orchestra ploy
"Peter Gunn", "Mr. lucky", "Moon River"
"Baby Elephant Walk"
,

plus EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION
THE WAYFARERS
.NrrNrerr,z.r...roeN

Friday

October 26

8:30 p.m.

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
TICKETS

ON SALE
ST. CLAIRE HOTEL

$3.95,

3.25

2.25

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
CV
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Sensational
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- and
THE VIRGIN SPRING

JUDGEMENT AT NUREMBURG
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JESSICA

396 South First
Requiem For A Heavyweight
and
Two Weeks In Another Town

YOUNG GO WILD

TROPICAIRE

E.
=

TEMCO-BW NORGE

CLEANING and LAUNDRY VILLAGE

ESQUIRE

TWIN-VUE DRIVE-IN
BOTH SCREENS

(formerly Mayfair)
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400 South First St.
PASSIONATE DEMONS
tier only sin yva, h.. ’Gus

Single Garments Cleaned and Pressed

(In the heart of the living groups?
11th and E. San Carlos

Eastern
PORK STEAK
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40 WASHERS
14 50 lb. DRYERS
8 NORGE DRY CLEANERS I:* SPACIOUS STUDY AREA

buys

A SPECIAL HOMECOMING EVENT

Everybody BUT Everybody
meets at San Jose’s largest
coin operated cleaning and
laundry village
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VERBAL CAPACITY
"It’s rather widely known,"
declared Sims, "that the Soviet Union’s guided missile capacity is largely a verbal capacity."
"Their defensive capability is
much more modest than the Soviets would like to believe, and
much more modest than that
which they would feel secure
with."
President Kennedy, Birns said,
during his campaign in 1960,
used missile strength figures
for the Soviet Union which had
been rather pessimistically prepared by the U.S. Air Force to
bring out the issue of the
’rnissle gap.’"
"As a result of increased U.S.
spending," he said, "a missile
gap is now developing--but in
reverse."
"The United States is getting
close to has ing enough missiles,
deployed around the USSR, to
allow the selection of specific
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shins could blockade Ttirke
-could just decide to repair
all
the roads and canals into
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at the same time that the heft
Air Force is ’conducting ma.
neuvers’ in the Berlin Air r’llrriclors.

military targets, not just mass
destruction of cities which is
made possible by fewer numbers
of larger, less accurate weap-
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the tightening down of the rules
for social functions, the all-powerful SAII has taken a bold step
toward the abolition of alcoholic
beverages and women at social
functions and parties. Fellow students. especially fraternity members, BEWARE! I’vu, too, can be
selected.
Now I don’t want this to sound
like I am crying "sour grapes."
I and my fraternity brothers
have accepted our fate, but we
shall continue to exist as a smial
fraternity.
Naturally, we will have no
alcoholic beverages served at
Homecoming. We will discontinue
the practice of having beer on
Fridays, hut propose a new and
stimulating Olarl!
We shall have an All -College
Milk Bust this Friday at the
house. Instead of the customary
kegs we will provide ten t10)
milk cans delivered cool and
fresh in the afternoon by Foremost tit’s the udder) Dairy to
be cracked at 3:30.
Everyone is welcome for a
small admission charge but it
will be strictly BYOMG (Bring
Your Own Milk Glasses). Of
course, girls are always welcome,
but they will have to bring their
own housemothers. Also, all SAB
members will be admitted free
of charge.
Steve Diissett
Astt A9035

Needed: Freedom
To Make Mistakes
Edi(or:
I have just finished reading
about the probation of Sigma Chi
tor having served beer at a
function (Spartan Daily, Oct.
221. This bothered me very much.
Having just returned from a year
of study in Germany, I now realize how much our higher education system treats its students
like little children.
And, of course, the more they
are treated like children the
more they act like them. We
have approved housing to lock
up our women after 11 p.m. so
they won’t get into trouble and
so that both they and the men,
out of boredom, may just decide
to study. There are Activities
Board rulings and state rulings
about beer and other "strong
drinks" on campus, again to keep
our little boys land girls) out of
trouble. And, finally, there are
midterms and finals to threaten
the student into at least learning
what he knows is going to be
asked in the examinations. All in -all, it’s sometimes quite difficult to learn to "like" to study
here.
I say if a student does not want
to stuon let him’ If he wants

1.
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1811FIG
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hard knocks
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’eight

fee

Town

Thrust and Parry

to drink beer, let him’ That’s
his business. If he doesn’t know
how to drink it, however, and
gets into brawls or makes lots
of noise and disturbs others, well,
then it’s our business and the
case is very simple.
If he doesn’t know how to
study, or doesn’t know how to
say, "Well, I don’t particularly
like biology but I’ve got to learn
some of it to get my degree, so
here goes." well, it seems like
between the ages of 19-22 is the
best time to learn it.
To learn self-discipline is far
more valuable than anything
our professors, administrators, or
house mothers may beat into us.
And this is something you learn
by having the freedom to be lazy
and make mistakes.
Gary Watson
ASH 7809

Information Sought,
Band Trip Success?
Editor:
List week there was a great
deal of controversy over the
appropriation of funds to the
Spartan Band. The funds were
appropriated and the band had
its trip to Arizona.
Today I ask, why hasn’t the
student body been given a report, via the Spartan Daily? It
appears to me, that since the
student body had been fully informed as to the necessity of the
trip, we should also ge given a
report as to its success or failure. What happened on that
expensive three day jaunt?
Jerry Miller
ASH 12356
Fditoor’s Note: See story on
nage 5.

’Spiritual Acts Bind
Man’s Soul to God’
Editoor:
I would like to prolix’s a via
media between the philosophy
majors and the rest of the student body on the issue of sending the marching hand along
with the college football team to
a recent game.
I am a struggling philosophy
major who signed the petition
requesting the Student Council
to send the college marching
band along with the college football team to a recent game. I
have, since then, been told that
the cost amounted to about
$5,000 which could more profitably have been spent on intellectual activities.
I think, however, that this
money was well spent. Some
philosophers, going along with
Aristotle, may repudiate such
expenditures because of the frivolous nature of their object,
for Aristotle felt that intellectual activity is the only source of
true happiness and thus the only
worthwhile form of activity.
From this premise, one could,
I think deductively conclude a
priori that games such as football and their accompanying
marching bands are sheer vanity.
I contend that intellectual activity in itself alone is as vain
;is any marching hand or football
game. The only true source of
happiness and consequently the
only worthwhile form of activity,
to my mind, is spiritual activity
which binds a man’s soul to
God. Once a man has bound
himself to God via meditation
and contemplation, he is free
then to enter into any game of
his choice, whether it be intellectual, emotional, or physical.
E. Lincoln Browning
.asit ’!133

Tempe Show Adds
To Band’s Reputation

Editor:
Congratulations are in order
to Prof Roger Muzzy and his
superb marching band organization for the spectacular performance they put on at the Arizona
State Foot ball game in Tempe
last Saturday night. Before the
game, witnessed by more than
20,000 spectators, our band put
on a display of spectacular
marching formations and music
that had the entire stadium on
its feet and applauding as loud
as they knew how.
After the game, somewhere
between 7,000 and 10,00 fans
stayed in their seats while our
band put on another show in
the center of the field. This postgame crowd cheered wildly and
shouted, "More! More!", after
each number as the show went
on for nearly an hour. I personally heard some of the Arizona
farts state, "I have never seen a
band show like this in my whole
life!" And this, by the way, in
the home bay of what is reputed
to be the most outstanding college band in the entire Southwest.
By performing so well down
there, our band has added another sturdy leg to the national
prominence our college is gaining in so many fields. The money
so generously provided by our
student body has received a far
greater return in public relations
and good will for our school.
We have a band director who
has no peer in his field and a
band to match. The whole community and the campus can look
with pride upon the meteoric
progress they have made.
Jerry Vroom
Assistant Director of Athletics

Prof Raps Hollow
Words, Goals, Fads
Er/Itirr:

The proposition is that this
college render itself into a university by proclamation. Ah, a
university! Would that it could
be so effortlessly achieved. A
five-day academic week, a feckless student newspaper devoid
of the root elements of distinguished journalism, a community apparently dependent upon a
marching hand and an interdormitory talk-a-thon as the
basis for national publicity--are
these the activities defining a
university?
Is Mr. Browning a Restoration
wit when he warns us that the
pitiful campaign to name-change
this college Ls just "another try
by the Communist conspiracy to
collectivize people and institution," or is he, in spite of such
heady language as "true individuality, righteousness, and personal responsibility," merely an
amiable agent for puerile claptrap?
And Mr. Kreps, high in his
Olympian crag, pleads for the
postponement of gratification
(Mr. Meredith’s, that is) notwithstanding that the struggle
is for the dignities endemic- to
man’s and America’s condition,
and that almost 100 years has
passed since the 14th Amendment was ratified. The South
was faithless even to its own
doctrine of "separate but equal"
I Pleasy v. Ferguson - 1896). If
but one Negro in a vast university isn’t "gradualism," prithee,
what is?
Nor must we forget to pay
tribute to SAC and the College
Lecture Committee for bringing
that "famous TV and radio personality" and that Rotarian raconteur of an ex-Soviet major to
the campus if this is the road
- -

to specialization, then there are
thousands of students wasting
their time in graduate schools.
The Rabelaisian educational
theory of "do what thou wilt"
falls like soft snow around these
parts. Let alone a university.
we barely constitute a college.
Maybe it is time for the declaration of a moratorium over this
specious name-change debate
anti come out from behind our
inflated, hollow words administration, faculty and student body
and soberly commit ourselves
to achieving that most, elusive
of essences: quality.
L. It. Birns
Assistant Professor al
Foolitieal Science

some of us may think some of
the choices made are mistakes.
But we cannot consider what
we deem a mistahe to ne a betrayal or a deldierate derogatory move. We must assume the
President has done what he feels
is best for our country. It is appalling that any of as would ht.
ashamed of being an American
because of a difference in opinion. The fact that we can hold
and voice an opinion is enough
to initiate the pride we should
all feel about our citizenship. I
am not ashamed to being an
American, but I urn ashamed
that John Hansen is one.
Robin Monnette
AB A5975

Student Counters
’Act of War’ Letter

Recognize U.S. Values
Instead of Criticizing

Editor:
in ir1, zninii
There is no
that if a missile were launched
from Cuba, the first person to
ask why the United States did
nothing to prevent this act,
would he John Hansen 1ASH
A62141.
In his letter to the editor, he
claimed that we would be committing an act of war if we enforced our quarantine. He claims
further than our justifications
are absurd. Lastly, in committing this "act of war," we are
turning our backs on law and
morality just as the Russians.
Let me ask three questions:
1. Recently the question has
why hasn’t the
been asked
United States invoked the Monroe Doctrine? We have done
that now. Does this mean that
we are an aggressive nation?
2. When the existence of highly destructive weapons in Cuba
violates the Rio Pact and actually represents a "clear and
present danger," does this make
our justification absurd?
3. Are we turning "our backs
on law and morality" by our
quarantine, or are we showing
the world that vie have a sense
of responsibility for seeing that
communism he restrained?
It is indeed unfmtunate that
Mr. Hansen is "ashamed to be
an American." What is more unfortunate is that Mr. Hansen
could be so naive to think Ilia(
communist aggression will stop
- going no further than Cuba.
As an American, I am ashamed
of the fact that one of my fellow countrymen has the feeling
he has expressed.
James F. Francis
ASB A7743

Writer Says Soviets
Made First War Act
Editor:
In reference to John Hansen
letter of Oct. 25 I have the following to say:
If Mr. Hansen were to review
President Kennedy’s speech he
would perhaps be aware of the
fact that if we ale breaking any
international laws it is in retaliation to the law breaking already done by the Soviet:.
Therefore, Moscow has committed an art of war first. In view
of this can we say that there is
any morality and justice in time
of war? We won’t find much
consolance in saying we were
moral and lawful in the midst of
rubble and ashes.
Everyone is entitled to his
opinion on the Cuban matter and
the fact that we have free access to so much information on
the matter and that we may
make any judgment of the move
we wish is something to be
grateful for.
The world today presents so
man. ! -ntroversial, difficult decisr!ns it is only natural ttrot
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letter

(Thrust and Parry, Oct. 251 appear the words "morality," "law
and justice," "suits our purpose.
and "personal interest." Placed
in the above order, they present
the summary of American, nay,
the world’s history. They may
change with time, but the result
is the same. If it were otherwise,
and our actions were only derided
upon in consideration of others.
there would have been no Spirit
of ’76, acquistion of California,
Panama Canal Zone, Hungarian
debacle, or disappearance of Goa.
Ashamed to be an American?
One should he proud because we
only once have broken our American -style law: we bungled the
re-invasion of Cuba. Ashamed?
Are some just now realizing that
the "holier than thou" image
given in grammar school is but
a fairy tale? P,ecrignize our true
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values and be proud. Our image
is not of gold, nor is it of mud;
realize how far up the scale we
are, not how far down.
If the world irf reality and its
morals still cannot be accepted,
there is a fine blend of real and
ideal in the third paragraph of
Thursday’s editorial that may
raise the dejected :maxi. and
ease the tort uteri conscience.
Toro McCall
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Symphony To Perform in Morris Dailey Tonight

4SPARTAN DAILY
Friday Oct 26. 1962

SJS Art Students,
Pianist Seymour Lipkin
Faculty Receive
To Appear as Soloist
Festival Awards
Mayor Robert Welch of San
Jose recently presented awards
to faculty members and students
of the SJS Art Department at
the first annual Andrew Hill Art
Festival.
Iii se. assistant
fthy it
? .
professor of art. received the
. first place award of Volt for his
painting in representational cies-

1

In t h e nun - representational
classilication. Douglas Vogel, a
giaduate student, received second place award of $50. and sophomore Robert Graham took third
place and received $25.
Special mention was given to
faculty members N. Eric Oback.
associate professor of art, in the
representational division and
Richard Sorby, associate professor of art and Willis Nelson, assistant professor of art in the
non-representational division.
Senior student Sherrill Arcemont also received special mention in the non-representational
Donald Warnock. senior art
, student,
took first place in Ceramics. Two former students of
the department, Holt Murray and
Daryl Webb, took top awards in
the sculpture division

Music of a classical master, a
romantic giant, and the towering
musical figure that came between them, forms the program
for tonight’s concert by the Oakland Symphony Orchestra at 8:15
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Soloist for the evening will be
pianist Seymour Lipkin. a !Orme!. assistant conductor of the
New York Philharmonic.
Lipkin replaces Benny Goodman. "king of swing" clarinetist,
who had to cancel his appearance
when he was hospitalized in New
York with a back injury.
Lipkin will join the orchestra
in a performance of the Concerto
for Piano and Orchestra in C
Major. K.467. of Mozart.
The orchestra, under its conductor and musical director Gerhard Samuel, will open the program with Beethoven’s dramatic
"Egmont Overture."
The major work of the evening
will be the Second Symphony in
D Major of Brahms.
Dick Dodson, activities adviser,
has announced that all ticket
holders for the concert must be
seated by 8 p.m.
At that time, persons unable to
get tickets when they were distributed from the Student Affairs Business office will be al-- --

3 Masters of Music
Represented on Program

lowed to enter the auditorium
and fill any remaining vacant
seats.
Students will be admitted free
with the presentation of an ASH
card. Faculty will also be admitted free with a faculty identification card.
General admission is $1.50.
Dodson also requested that
persons who hold tickets and
who do not intend to use them.
to return them to the Student
Affairs Business Office, TH16.
Lipkin was assistant conductor
of the New York Philharmonic
on its world tour of 1959 and
was chosen by permanent conductor Leonard Bernstein as
piano soloist for the tour.
Maestro Samuel has described
Lipkin as "one of the outstanding pianists in the world today."
POLIO’S DECLINE
NEW YORK l,’Pli Polio no
longer ranks as a major health
problem in the United States, reports "Statistical Review," a publication of The National Foundation -March of Dimes.
The publication states that the
six years following introduction
of the Salk vaccine in 1955 have
"witnessed the virtual eradication
of poliomyelitis as a major public
health problem."

MOZART INTERPRETERPianist Seymour Lipkin will be piano
soloist tonight with the Oakland Symphony when the group
performs tonight at 8:15 in Morris Dailey Auditorium, Gerhard
Samuel will conduct the orchestra in Beethoven’s "Egmont Overture," and the Second Symphony in D Major of Brahms.

If a "Seven Woindem of the
Musical Wm Id" was ever proposercl. Beethoven. Brahms and
Mozart would certainly be near
the top of any list.
The gracefulness of Mozart,
the drama of Beethoven and the
rich romanticism of Hyannis will
be heard tonight when the Oakland Symphony Orchestra and
piano soloist Seymour Lipkin
perform in Mortis Dailey Auditorium at 8:15.
Almost a hundred years separate the birth of Mozart and
the death of Brahms, and in that
time musical thought and style
changed and grew considerably.
Tonight’s program will give listeners an opportunity to contrast the classical feeling of
Wrzatt with the romantic individualism of Brahms.
The music of Beet hoven
stands as the common meeting
place of both schools of composition.
The program will open with a
performance of the "Egmont"
overture of Beethoven 1177018271, usually considered the
meeting point of classicism and
romanticism.
Beethoven’s overture comes
from the incidental music he
wrote for Goethe’s drama "Egmont."

GREEKS WELCOME BACK ALUMS!
THE LADIES OF SIGMA KAPPA

71 1[1 2thl

Sam says
"Welcome to Homecoming

Alumni
KAPPA ALPHA THETA

Ifs good to see you

SIGMA PHI EPSILON Alums!

Your Theta sisters

at Homecoming.

See you at our open house."

Welcome you to Homecoming.

send their greetings to Alums.

While most ,1
music has lapsed into obscurity,
the overt tit e has reniairad a
fai.
orite of concert audierk,s
The piece is a COM;,i..I e draIna
in itself. Many have likened
thr
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1;111.16,i
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sic.
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oral Symphony," becat.
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en’s symphony i)1
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name.
For three of its
ments the symphony in:ty 1,
pastoral, but the f!:,
ment, based on a
theme, is as rousing a piece of music as 1.
wrote.
The finale of the
beginning with a h..
by the full retie-. .
lickety-split, culminat
fan fare theme flung out
brass section.
The ending puts th,.
especially the brass,
eat kind of test an:
ideal vehicle for conduckas
"show their stuff."
Soloist of the ev,1
Seymour Lipkin, Ns ,
orchestra in a pet
Mozart’s C Major
Piano and Orchesti
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A hearty we/come is

HANNAH says He//o

extended to our Alums

to Alumns!

from the

THE LADIES OF DELTA GAMMA

LADIES OF GAMMA PHI BETA

welcome you back.

WELCOME BACK ALUMS
OF ATO!
Drop by for a tour of our new
house after the Homecoming Parade.
THE BROTHERS OF
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
4.4

To the returning Grads
THE BROTHERS OF THETA CHI

of
ALPHA OMICORN PI

We/come to Homecoming, Alums!
Be sure to stop by the house.

we/come their Alumni brothers to
the Under grads
wish you a happy Homecoming.
4M.

4414

The Alums of
DELTA UPSILON

Homecoming
=1,

see you at the house!

.41....IMO..4=1M.1=1...1=1. .11E.

It’s great to see you
at Homecoming Alums
from

are we/corned back to State!
Enjoy Homecoming!

FREDDIE FIREMAN

THE SIGMA CHI’s

Welcome back on campus, Alums.
Glad to see you at Homecoming!

THE BROTHERS OF
DELTA SIGMA PHI

KAPPA DELTA

welcomes back his Alums

THE LADIES OF
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

THE BROTHERS OF
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

to Homecoming.

we/come their sister Alums

we/come their Alums

back to Homecoming.

to SJS Homecoming.

PI KAPPA ALPHA

Select from our famous collection of matched bridal
pairs . . . only the finest
diamonds and the most esquisite mountings are represented . .. at prices that
retied extraordinary value.
price-

starlin..!

.11

’,poi I 111

USE OUR DIV:DED
PAYMENT PLAN
No interer,t
Chang,’

THETA XI
we/comes al/ their Alums
to Homecoming.

SIGMA NU
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swniv

greets their Alums.
Glad to see you
back on campus!
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121 -Member Band Brings Glory
To SJS After Arizona Tour
’fhe excited sounds of 27,0(X)
poems yelling. applauding, demanding more . . . the encore
perfonnance to a emwd of 5,000
the Ovation of people praising them everywhere they went.
With the applause still echoing in their ears, the 121-mem-

Although financial centiliters).
had
almost
squelched
their
dream of ever’ making it to Arizona, band members hist none of
their quelitx ie. enthusiasm. and
respended eireetily to their director, Riaget
assistant
jeoftesor music and then in
Portervi lie,
Bakeisfield
and
Tempe.
The pride which the entire
eampus feels about the band’s
amomplishments were. expressed
by President John T. Wahlquist:
he pre-game show was excellent and the pied -game show
was a tribute to the school. I
was very proud of them."
Said Dr. GUS Lease, aseociate
Professor of music, "I’ve never
seen it halexm anywhere they
kept 5,000 people there fot
half-hour anl when they were
through, evera trod y
"more, more,- "We’ve tot the
best."
Finaniss
.ire net ii tins’

SJS marching band clime
from the Arizona-SJS
r.,rie
. rine last weekend bearing the
-- happiness.
Muds of
pride, and beautiful dreams of
what the future would bring.
The band, along with show
stoppers, 15 coed "Band-Aids,"
anI natiiinal champion baton
,r11’

success’

L877. 11,0
work
Weil the ’Pam.
beeame of it,
ae iiPeethot
of

weler, Maxine Furuilw, aaleateled by critics, professors
and students alike. would never
forget the first out of state
game to ever he attended by an
SJS metalling band.

Tall Shops

th,

HIGH FASHION

praible
,.,10 the band. At
a bus change m Los Angeles
ea
route to the genie. the bus corn liana. gave them four buses not
licensed for Arizona. This set
them two hour’s behind schedule.
Nor was this the end of ’fewlees, despite which they were
able to litegh, which beset them.
"The number three hes, we,
jinxed Item it
, "
i ,.
M. 7 ,! 1
!
II
fa/111’

%%hellii

V,

.1

mat air pieseu
eas
the air brakes. Anita . tios
teiveled in front of it eFt lades
to keep it in line down
fr
grades.
The buses had just iereived
pelice escort through Bakersfield when. uh-oh, that number
three had another trauma. This
time is V7,
tit/Ceding ticket.
its

inevitable road
hazard laid to happen to the
wayward lies awl it did. At 4
am en the return trip, the blow,
COOF-o. the

Eveiyone is hustling aroubd today in anticipation of Homecoming. The float builders are panicked because the paper roses
keep falling off the wire structure, or Spardi’s head just won’t stay

,. 1,11
r.
three war
ilintl I h,, ;

the ria,..

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP

THE OVERSEER
Perhaps the most sought after, harried man on campus today
is 23 -year-old Mike Hooper, who has taken on the dubtoms honor of
serving as -THE Homecoming man."

The ’20-year-old junior has seen to it that the queen cent"teT
The students voted for the five finalists rather
than the judges, as in previous years.
"I feel there will be a lot more spirit and enthusiasm for Homecoming by doing it this way,"
says the sociology major.
Organizing interviews, teas, the fashion show.
and coronation ball has not. dampened the enthusiasm of this pretty coed who still has plenty of
work tomorrow guiding the queen’s float.
Publicity chairman of Panhellenic, secretary
of 1961 Homecoming and life in Alpha Chi Omega
sorority have kept Phyllis buzzing prior to her
duties this year.

* Smokers Accesories

HOMECOMING COURTBeauty was apparently the vogue at
the Homecoming Queen fashion show. The 10 selected queen
finalists are, front row, Queen Elaine Halvorsen, Pam Carleton,
Lu Carter. Back row, Lisa Phelan, Joyce Anthony, Sharon Moy,
Jane Winter, Pat Argilla, Pam Nelson, and Judy Allen. Fashions
for the Oct. 16 show were courtesy of Joseph Magnin’s, Valley
Fair.

A Complete Stock
of Magazines
* Barnes 6 Noble
College Outline Series

Staff of Life
,
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Bill, a public administration major. is chairman of the laevntown Merchants competition this year.
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candidates among new foodstuffs

made

of wheat.

Final scientists at Sanford Re’ r er

suit ’Ii

Institute here

insetigating

such

have

new

been

uses for

the nation’s mounting wheat sur-

ertt’r
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CY 5432I

Santa Clara

plus. The wheat chips are similar
to potato chips. The candy, a toffee, was well received by instinite
tasters. They were less favorably
impressed by wheat brittle candy
and wheat caramel halls.

Phyllis Smith

st mint and calmness needed for the job.

dshes

11111 Rent

,

t

the

mous coled bridal
the finest
, most ex -

be 22 stores competing this year," Bob says
to need pompons. helmets and other "Spartanish"
man to see they get what they want.
a great deal of interest at first, bid out of 55
stores which were going to participate. only 22
eent entry blanks," the chairman said.
He had plenty of praise for the 22 wltui did
enter.
"A lot of the people have called, asking about
the contest and to help us out." he related.
Bob is a member of Sigma Nu fraternity for
which he has been chaplain. recorder, ’Ye’. representative and scholastic chairman. This year he
is a first alternate for Sparta Camp and is currently serving a 15-hour-per-week internship on
municipal redmelopment.
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Son Carlos

See us for all your bakery needs.
Wcdding cakes, party pastries.
4
birthday caliss ccd pins.
Son Joso’.. finest independent 1
bakery

.liii

%%Vt. r

1,ns

heels. (*hewers are , Na m
IL
0LIV.iIle on ’,our feet er a parade
steel ati ii’,
POT
N -PARADE
Nieetera,.
social hours, (Iris,
order. Jersey or knit are e sie
cially good for stale and wrinkl,
resistance.
Far MOS t

2

c:rn
2 e3EC

Simple recesseries suet. as kid
pumps and pearls are always
right. Nothing too "fussy" before
5 p.I11.
GAME
Anything seems to go here. but
whatever it is brine a coat,
blanket and mittens. if fres:idle,

Most commenly seen allolls Homecoming games :,..e
dressa sport outfits of wool. ,.!!,
sir iersey.
Even if you plan a gala pos.game party. dressy broeride, taffetas. etc.. will onla serve Iii
hamper your fun at the game
There is limited seating a nd bulkiness can be awkward.
math.
Heels of suede. Meet
satin or any sensitive
are definitely out if the weather
is the least bit dam:, Parle-.
Ira dirt quiekla turns
wet stadium grass v...

publicity chairman for the day.
The 22 -year-old senior is seeing to it that everyone knows
about SJS’ Homecoming parade and game.
This job has involved the writing of 30 -second
public service radio spots and a script for Queen
Elaine Halvorsen to read On a spirt.
Bob admits that he felt much of his labor was
to no avail up until about a month ago %then till,
seven -month -old plans turned into realoa
"’I’his has been a great experience.’ Bel, .aas
"I’d recommend it to anyone."
When it’s all is em’, the tall, dark-haired eel)
hopes to hit the !reek, more. -lea made studying
Bob saionders a little harder. I have to plan everything on
a tight schedule."
Work with his fraternity, Phi Sigma Kappa, has kept Bel,
active since coming to San Jose. although llomeeoming is his !Hsi

/.;d641
Oryanilatien4

POST-G %ME
.he,se,
k a i
Alt hough c
woUld be appnerriate at neat
fun ctions, w on
me itenera lly w eer
the dressy sport thea wore to
the game.

SEARCHING FOR

If you are lucky eneugh ti
have time to change Iteteeei.
game and party, soft ride,
svelte brocade would Ii’
Although it is ad\ ,s
Ming a coat, a s... m
remember waited I.,

FELLOWSHIP?
ROGER WILLIAMS FELLOWSHIP
-CHRISTIAN DATING Rev. and Mrs Benton White
Sunday Evening
October 28
6,IS

wluvh ea;
a taking off a jacket er

Church Services
845 and 11,00 a.rn. and 7:30 p.m.

Wesley
Foundation

March, Al has been workHomecoming parade even’."
is Al’s innovation. In prelate after-

Since the appointment to his job in
ing to what, "We hope will be the best
The 9:30 a.m. hour for the parade
vious years the parade has been held in
noon prior to the game.
"That v.-ay we hope to give everyone more
time to get ready for the game," Al said.
The most difficult part of hearing the responsibility if a Homecoming job?
"I’m just trying to keep track of things
these little details have to be organized," Al claim,
When asked if his job had interfered with
studies, Al laughed. "I just have to work in the

NEel=1114.1.F-111t,

f ahrie,

When that parade finds its way down the street tomorrow
morning, it won’t be just luck. Planning is behind every movement
just ask parade chairman Al Malyon.
Malyon. a 21 -year-old junior has been sending out entry blanks,
%%inking with the city, rounding up judges and doing one heck of

student body chairmanship.

I

I’ 511 kiik;

THE ORGANIZER

studying here and there," he said.
.%I Malaim
Other activities for Al have been serving as
Coen.
Student
to
representative
junior
class,
junior
his
president of
cil, Sparta Camp, Frosh Camp counselor and life in ’Meta Ch.
fraternity.
THE VOICE
A public relations major who is putting his education to work
for him and by doing so, helping with Homecoming is Rob Mender.,

rice, that
iry value.

heat of xictora

:in.! warm.

r

Will tie Vot.
all Me, ,

find It crib!.

here

..1.

Ii lot of leg work.

DIAMONDS WORTHY OF PRIDE AND ASSURANCE

141,711,..e,satn.:,,lan.Esl,,kiirt,ani),Isii.33,:ould

k

A pair if flats, if you are wr7711*inv.. heels, would also he ado ..
able, along with noteixeshert
skirts which make it awkwar I to
climb bleachers.

THE DIPLOMAT
Explaining anti promoting Homecoming off campus must be a
tough job and HUI Best, 22-year-old senior has just the self re-

"There will
e’veryone’ seems
decor. Bob’s the
"There was

sting your nose.

I’ ’’I afternoon aetiaities inside warn nether and 11.st:um:int,
crovids ef people and ’,lent) of chatter will pretably make you
uncomfortably VFOr111

The football players, tier. trretitionelly suffer from pre-game
tension and nervousness.
Hue of everyone, five students are perhaps the most worreel,
exhausted, happiest, "mixed-upied" bunch ever.
Fur these five, four males and a coed, are the chairmen iif
the day, covering every event from the parade to convincing everybody that this year’s Homecoming will be the best ever.
They may very well achieve this latter goal it their exither;Ince, organization and ingenuity is any indication.

tomierew morning
toesiand

geIs 1.,11111.;

The alums are filled with the reminiscing spirit, as they prepare ler the return to their alma meter.

vela brought closer to the students by changing election procedueas.

* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipes

sP artT SS II SYLV-3

be rolfl enough to

55

smith, holds the key slot for planning the queen contest.

* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos

’mea

.113.131,,l,ne,:ttUse

The coed with the largest brown eyes in the world, Phyllis
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Weather Makes Problem
For Female Game Goers

on straight.

THE BEAUTV

hours after they
the vitally hand
tee..
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. .11 an heur Ln-
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Behind Scenes at Homecoming

339 S. 1st St.

CY 3-7616

,venine pianist
will Join the

By PRUDI STAVIG
Society Editor

(across form Hales)

42 East San Antonio
Downtown San Jose

and
ur,
condi:01,4.s a.,

Pol.:4e ’it’ 4909

The whole works come under Mike’s hand which has had tee
stretch to encompass every detail of tomorriex’a
events.
Says the "overseer.," "We’ve been at it since
s
March. We’ve planned the theme, gone to city
council, gotten the Grand Marshal, and a to. liii in
other things."
ci
Although responsibility for all this rests on the
shoulders of the senior public relations major, he
has maintained a cheery disposition and unbearable optimism as shown in his positive motto:
"" "Prior Planning Prevents Poor Performance."
Mike Hooper
This is not Mike’s first venture in stedent
affairs at SJS. Upon arriving here, Mike joined the Student Activities Board, Sparta Camp, and Frosh Camp. This year, he became
a member of Blue Key and has been named president of Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity.
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LOBO QUARTERBACK

Spardi Set To War
Mew Mexico lo-blo’
%\ !It’ll .1

Il 3‘..

Iii.ading Santa Clara County
th.s weekend ,s a four -time killer.
who in Ax weeks time has humped
Men, one wildcat. a
if
Laramie c-wponcher and just ea cent ly -tooti off a pack of Indians
art even terms.
Ni reason to panic. howeer.
for leading the cause against this
tile minderer is none tithe: than
scamp that
Spardi. the at
rules Fiat TWo-Point He MS declartil himself mentally and bodily
fit for an assault that will make
the Peloponnesian War look like a
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& Hair Dryer
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This Week
"My Son,
The Folk Singer"

$3,18

CComs

STEAKS!
Cooked the way
you like them . . .
and tr inir Campus Specials!

s
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\ -,11..1k. DINNER

81.17

$1.10

1)iiiner Steak

lEvery Saturday and Sunday I

week, and the shot ter distance will
aid the Bear team. But the traek
demands a faster pace. Miller said,
On a CPOSS country course, three
miles would take about 15 minutes,
but the time may be down to 14:30,
Miller reported.
However, the SJS team will still
use the same strategy for the fast er race. This is to run as a team,
not ttayreingattfeonrvinindgivitdouagletmraerakds3..

by a strong USC team I. ,,.,.i...,
end. But the Spartans, the No, i
team nationally, should be even
t 0 u g he r with Danny Murphy
. Jeff Fishback Jose Azevedo, Davi,
and Tucker,

I
(’al’s top runner tight now is Jav
I Lathrop, a freshman. who firth:he’d
i third behind USC’s Julio Mann and
freshman Bruce Bess. Junior John
I Hatton is still recovering from a
foot injury and is a doubtful start I
for the nationals, and this requires er. Other Cal runnels are
Art
1
Miller.
said
effort."
!a learn
Heinemann, Jim Weil, DWI.: Item
!
The Spartans will go with only nett. and Woody Covingh :’ 12 men to Cal, since any more -I would make the track conditions
crowded.
Cal has had only one test so far &E
this year and in it was trounced

Since Track and Field News
sponsors national postal competition, the promoters need to know
times for a
ilistance runners
coach
three-mile
length. Thus
Dean Miller believes that the opliortunity to run on a oack and
obtain accurate times "may be a
blessing in disguise."
He also said that distance runners are more in demand than ever
before by the promoters.
Miller tried to get Cal to come
and run on the Spartans’ course
but Cal would not concede. "Next
year we will schedule our meet
NEW MEXICO QUARTERBACKJim Cromarfie of the Lobos
here to run before our homecomwill start against the Spartans tomorrow in the 14th annual
ing crowd," Miller explained.
Homecoming game at Spartan Stadium. Cromartie is an adept
Even though the shorter threemile race at Cal may help SJS in
runner who has averaged 3.8 yards per carry in the first six
Today is the deadline for all
the long run, it may be good for
games for New Mexico. He doesn’t pass often but is always a
"Little 500" bicycle race entries.
Cal Saturday. Cal is reported to
They must be turned into Dan
threat to do so.
work out only about 40-45 miles a
Unruh’s office, MG121, by this afternoon in order to he accepted for
the race which is being run Nov.
10. Qualifications are a week from
tomortow.
The rosters must include the
TITCHENAL
ANDERSON
WILLIAMS
GU1BOR
JONES
HENRY
(53-12)
(48-21)
150-191
(30-9)
(37 181
(47-22)
names of six persons, four riders
and two alternates. If, however,
N.M. v. 5.15
N (20-14)
N (341-12)
S 21.13)
SJS (21-14)
N (21-14)
any of the main riders become ill
Stan. v. UCLA
U (21.14)
U (28-12)
U (20-14)
U (15-6)
U (14-7)
U (1941
before qualifications or the race
USC v. Ill.
itself, the alternates can particiU (34-7)
U (21-14)
U (32-6)
U (24-7)
U (34-21)
U (21-14)
pate. But at the time of the race.
Ore. y Wash.
0 (14-7)
0 (28-21)
W (13-12)
W (16-0)
0 (8-6)
0 (14-7)
absence or illness will cut down
Penn St. v. Cal.
P (21.7)
P (17-7)
P (30-14)
P (21-8)
P (38-7)
P (18-7)
the team from four to less men.
Cal-Hawaiians of League A and
Wash. St. v. UOP
W (21-7)
W (40-13)
W (22-8)
W (32-16)
W (42-8)
W (28-7)
the DSP No. 2 team of League B
Minn. v. Mich.
Min (14-7)
Min (21-20)
Min (13-7)
Min (35-8)
Min (14-13)
Min (20-7)
control their respective leagues as
BYU s. Utah St.
U (141)
U (21-20)
U (21-18)
U (21-6)
U (24-21)
U (14-0)
a result of their wins in Wednesday’s action.
Tulsa v. Ala.
A (28-0)
A 21-7)
A (34-6)
A (35.20)
A (32-6)
A (28-16)
The Cal -Hawaiians took their
Tevas W. v. ASU
A (19-7)
A (21-20)
A (27-7)
A (13-12)
A (27-14)
A (14-13)
seventh league win in a row hy
_
edging Theta Chi No, 2, 7-0, Pete
N.C. St. v. Duke
D (14-7)
D(14-7)
D (16-15)
D (14-8)
D (24-6)
D (21-0
Lester blocked a quick kick atTevas y. Rice
T (21-7)
T (14-13)
7 (21.0)
7 (28-14)
T (17-10)
T (14-7)
tempt and Paul Petrich recovered
Sit. v. Dallas
D (28-21)
D
(3I10)
S (30-16)
0(28-211
D (28-24)
0 (38-23)
f,ir the score. Rich Sellga passed to
_ .. .
l’ettich for the point-after-touchOily. Be,,
8 (2114)
B (24 141
8 (27-1S)
B (2841)
B(27-7)
’ 0 (21-19)
down.
S (78.7)
5 !’5.14
5 !".:’ ’’
S )25-14)
S (28 14)
S (23 13)
The DSP No. 2 squad now has
.ix wins and one loss after its contest against the Phi Sig No. 2
bunch. DSP’s victory resulted front
a forfeit. The loss nearly eliminates the Phi Sir’s from the race.
SAE No. 2 is also out of contenBy ( AROL SWENSEN
Monica. played two years of var- erbark in tomorrow’s Homecoming tion in League R after its loss to
Rand "The Rifle" Caller’s fine sity football at Santa Monica high game, Ile pointed out, "We’ve had the DU No. 2 team. A safety and
Arizona school and then joined the varsity a lot of unfortunate breaks this a touchdown miss turned the trick
passing effort against
State last week has kept him team at Santa Monica City Col- season and I think we’re ready to for DU, as it won, 8-0. Meanwhil/
put a good game together and win the DU group is the closest team
ranked as the fifth best quarter- lege.
back in the national passing StaAt SMCC he earned himself a this one for the fans and also for to DSP. The IAN have a 5-2 mark
In other 13 league action th.
tistics.
has attempted 101 position on the All-American Jun- ourselves."
Rebels clobbered the Ravi, rs
passes and completed 58 for an av- ior College team and was asked to
"To win the Homecoming game
play on the All-American Bowl we’re going to have to play 60 A combination of passes. tins and
erage of .574 and 488 yards.
intercepted passes did the clamin,o
Carter, a 5 foot 11 inch, 185 game in New Mexico.
minutes of good football. Everyone
to the Raiders.
pound grinder back from Santa
Rand will be the starting quill!
will have to play 100’; because
Allen Hall anti Moulder Hold
’Xi.we Mexico is going to be playing
both in League A. battled to it
hard too," he said.
scoreless tie in a game marked by
Rand is looking forward to the defensive plays.
..-41anforti game in three weeks beThe Beavers, which could han
cause that’s "a great game to win." on and win League A, beat AT()
Ile added, "Stanfotil and Cal al- No, 2, 6-0, Gary Allonce scored
ways look down their noses at us the only tottehdown.
sinee Stanford has been losing
The Saints continued its win
lull,, we may beat them. ’ nine ways after drippity4
muof
homecoming tine, Taylor Hathaway, Bill Finch,
tradition
In
"I’d like to go hack to the g:one halfway thr,igh the season
week. San Jose State’s Alumni Mike Boum Lonnie Christenson,
Southland after graduation to They defeated Moulder Hall, 20-I,
water polo :iggrogation will take Art Lambert. Jilin’ Ilibncr. Ih rb
coach and if the opportuni t y arises The C league team now has a 5-1
in the Spartan varsity Saturday Matter and Chet Kiel, the Alumni
I may play some pi o-ball," Rand record and trails the International
afterraxm at I. The (rush will play is sure to give the varsity another
concluded.
House, which has a 7-0 mark.
Await High Sehcol in the prelim- tough match.
Coming off an impressive 13-11
inary. Today the varsity enterpaNialikkakA) PaNkiCAREAKIAMAW
)
tains El Camino College at 2:30 in victory over the San Jose
coach Lee IA’alton’s seven 1. no’s
the local pool.
Dr. Charley Walker’s alumni 5-3 on the season and 1-1 in leagie
squad has won the annual eontest play.
five years running. ineluding a
Jim Monsees and Jim Baugh
’ow 16-13 triumph last season.
scored four goals apiece for
Paced by ..uch former Spartan Spartans,
Hick
reserves
while
standouts as Dale Anderson, Ed Riddle, Herrn Radloff. Jim Six,:
Augus- Grant Piv4ers and Alan Kell:.
Rudloff. Ri,11
I period rall
sparked a
Iv,’
1
which gave the 1,
time advantago

Deadline Today
For ’ Little 500’
B.k R
e ace

Spartan Daily Grid Selections

Carter Keeps High Ranking

042114.
1330 LINCOLN AVENUE
SAN JOSE 25. CALIFORNIA

Captpu4 Chop
WILLOW GLEN
Thu
shirts, suits and spot+
are for your selec George and Inman.
a little farther to shop foi
better buy.

t

Go

OVER 21
Tonight --- make it

ARTISTS’
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II:VI Mr kr\ \II

\ I

iMMANG.
Terrace Hiuuii,i.
All V\

G1.1i1/E1Ns.

P.N1.-2::
Ticket,- at door
$3.011
181.011 dim., with stud, Jo
Iod!, card

AlumniWater Poloists
Test Varsity Tomorrow

nut -

We serve breakfast anytime

itcn IE’S STEAK HOUSE
Free Parking

%91711,‘

t’ars cross country course, which
no] ut.illy winds through Straw Canyon. is blocked by mud
slides and tomorrow’s meet between Cal and the Spartans may
have to be tun on a track anti this
-may be a blessing in disguise."
The time has also been altered
and the meet begins at 10:30 in
the morning to accommodate the
large crowd present for the Cat’ Penn State football game.

tvixing match between "Mr. PeepialS" and Pinky Lee.
The object of Sipardi’s animoslts Is just a plain old everyday timber wolf.
Wolfie." who also goes by the
name of "Lo-blo." hails fmm the
heart of New Mexico. He out duels and captures his quarry with
quick. penetrating bites, usually
fatal.

Lo-blo first assailed an agriculturist c-aggie" for short i from
the state college of New Mexico.
Twenty-eight times Wolfie bit
hard and furiously into the farmer,
who retaliated with a feeble 17
swipes of his pitchfork. After 60
Eigliahr lanaiC4111J74s9.4; (If minutes’ fight, Aggie was no
more.
An all -points alert went out for
Wolfie who then skipped state.
Ile showed up one week later in
Laramie. Wyo.. where he mauled
:in unarmed cowboy. This time it
took just 25 bites against the gunNever too Crowded
less westerner, who used chewing
tobacco in self-defense. TwentyNo Waiting
one times he caught Wolfie a
great human effort before he
’Hours 6a.m. to I I p.
choked on some chew and breathed
his last.
Wolfie. beaten tor the first time
and now without lower dentures
began looking for another aggie.
He found one at another state
and gummed
college - -- in Utah
497 N. 134 St.
zt"
him to the promised land in 14
attempts. Thirteen wild swings
with a fence post by the farmer
failed to connect on target and
Wolfie was on the prowl once
more.
Only last weekend he attacked
a party of Redskins from Utah,
and with seven arrows decorating his hide he countered by
biting into seven of the Indians
before getting tired of the game.
STEREOPHONIC
Writhe blamed bad gums for his
MONAURAL
amateur showing against ereroniCLASSICS
POPVLAR
mo’s finest. So he came to Cali!Ornia. found an easy-credit dentist and now wants to savor a
Spartan.
Already clawed this autumn by
a hear and a cougar and an unfortunate victim of run-ins with the
Stint Devil and one of the aggies
h typet
that Wolf ie subPal Sh3rrnan
1.
irate Spardi is now bristling through his armored wargear.
He plans on "wolfing" down
Wolf’s-, after bludgeoning the
the
unweicome vkitor ssith
overnight denturesto within
an inch of an Athenian’s
This means war!
"I’m ready to do battle in the
!rue. gallant Spartan manner."
asserts our champion. "All yon
266 SOUTH FIRST
Two-Pointers come and witness
OPPOSITE CA DREAM
the spectacle at the Spartan arena
VALLEY FAIR
INC tar
Stadium) Saturday night.

Change in Cross Country
Course May Be ’Blessing’

BIG BEN ROOT BEER
460 E. William

VALUABLE COUPON

ce_p

.
Rayette Aqua-Net Hair Spray
Regular Price

VITAMIN ’C’
100 Tablets, 250 mg, Reg. $2.25
100 Tablets, 100 mg, Reg. $125
100 Tablets, 50 mg, Req. 851

Bowling

98

With This
Coupon

$1.19
69t
49c

Romantic?"
C,1

BENNY BURGER
BEER (in frosted mug)
ROOT

cz,d

COFFEE
FROSTED

TENTH STREET PHARMACY
CV 4-9131
10TH AND SANTA CLARA
Hours 8-10 Weekdays 10,6 Sun & Holidays

01)NV/if liMfULf&CAUVM7 JC1

miss pat

Homecoming Specials

"Midnight

$2.00

S.J.S. Special With This Coupon

c:

SOUP
GRILLED

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos
CV 4-2810

294
154 t
394
49

DONUT

CHEESE

EXTRA LARGE BARBECUE
ON FRENCH ROLL

tt

itii& AVMS 191 et VI

MIT f.tt

giTat!

COUNTRY GARDEN by MISS
PAT combines cotton Pah,*
delicate glow,ng term TIP
bermode.,o1
the rollslarre
slim rlied shirt, with
’
f ki on ail o 1.1
skirt. The
si 15% polyester, IS% cost.,
,s trimly tailored with double
oischied pockets, and boasts
,ss own woven jut belt
Skirt

$8.18

Blouse

54.98

(Vie
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be even
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SPARTAN 1111AILY-7

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

Spartababes
Face Bears
Tomorrow

Other Car Services
a, Discount Prices
CY 5-6257

FOR RELAXATION
Play

’

MINIATURE GOLF
OPEN I 1 A.M.
REFRESHMENTS

72

’
,
i
I

35c

Per Game

Ken Berry, whose pin point
passing in the first two games, I
highlighted the Spat tababe of- I
fense, is a doubtful starter because I
of a wrist injury sustained in the
Stanford lilt last weekend.

JOSIE’S
PEE WEE GOLF
382 E. Santa Clara 292-581 I

If Berry is unable to start San
Jose will be in real trouble. Second string quarterback Ned Reilly
is suffering from a wrenched knee
groups
school
church,
Specials for
and is slated to see only limited
action.
Rich Watts, outstanding defensive guard, is out with a case of
flu and will miss Saturday’s fray.
Dennis Nevin probably will rip place Watts.
Another costly injury on the
San Jose squad is that of Bob I
. -,hahoian, second string center.
’I Shahoian sustained a broken
ankle against the Pafxxises and
probably will be out the remainder of the campaign.
In an attempt to strengthen1
111 his densive line. Coach Bob Jones I
By airplane, of course, and
installed tackle Fred Herron
check these low rates:)
/hiss
and end Lee Tademy into I he
Rites; leach way, with hot meals
starting lineup.
and sleeper seats)
The Spartababes. 1-1 on the sea .n. will be co-captained by half $80
HAWAII
hack Gary Scardina and guard
NEW YORK
*80
Terry Donahue.

YOU
CAN
FIY!

NT.

69
60
99
*80
*80

CHICAGO
DALLAS
MIAMI
DETROIT
PHI LA/

CH 1-2626

1

STARTING AT ENDGreg Rocha will be the Spartan starter
at left end. This will be the last season at SJS for the 6-3, 190pound senior from San Jose. He takes the place in the lineup
of Dave Johnson who missed practice this week due to flu.

San Jose vs. New Mexico
SPARTAN STADIUM
8 p.m., October 27, 1962
STARTING LINEUPS
NEW MEXICO
SAN JOSE STATE
Wt. Pos. No,
No.
Player
Player

89
75
67
52
72
79
Major League Stars
83
To Hold Batting Clinic ’ 15
25
A batting clinic at Municipal I 42
Stadium tomorrow afternoon at 1
32

p.rn, will include several major
league stars, according to Spartan
baseball coach Ed Sobzcak.
Ed
Bressoud,
Ernie Broglio,
Wayne Belardi, Bob Bowman, Dick
3400 El Camino Real, Santa Clara
Lemay and Hobie Landrith are
those players that will give inS,,,d.,y through Thursday
st
to anyone who wishes to
rd:"..":"1 :Mend.

squad has a completion average of
(onthuted from Pace I)
.510.
TD’s have come from passes. The
Coach Bill Week’s of New Mitaleading receiver for the Lobo passieu said that his squad has been
ers is 6-foot 3 -inch ’220 pound end
spending a good deal 4,1 tune
rieorge
pass defense.
Heard has caught three passes
"We espret San Jose to I.
for 109 yards. Larry Jasper, the
out throning against us," V1 eeks
Other end has caught Your paserra
said. "They him- a tine passer in
for 69 !rards and two touch Carter, and taaiw good. last redo u on. Ottannann. Santiago and
ceher... Our pans thli.11,4. should
liancoek base each brought in a
get it.. roughest test ot the year."
tourhdown pass.
The Lobo defense hat;
it hA tag tat ’a’ in the Lobos game
stuud assault pretty wel.
is Dick Fitzsimmons. Ile. is New
In six games Lobo oppoh.
Mexico’s punter and the current
completed 28 of 67 p
national leader with a 43.7 average. He has 20 punts for 873 yards. have gained only 358 yrr:,,
per game. New Mexico has mil,
San Jose State will be without
Its two punters for the New Mex- cepted seven enemy passes.
The Spartans have given w
average of 28 points per
while scoring only 9. New
on the other hand has ai
The San Jose State Homecoming 20.8 points to its opponents T.
.;ame against the University of
One of the Spartans chief ;
New Mexico Lobos will be broad - lems this year has been Itsit
east_ over radio KEEN (13-701 to- They have fumbled 21 times an
morrow starting at 7:55.
their opponents have leCOVered I.",
NewMexico record here is equal*
*
*
ly sore. The Lobos have fumbled
!leo game tomorrow. Bob Paterson
17 times and have lost 14.
; and Larry Doss will be unable to I
Despite the Spartans lormly
Iplay due to injuries incurred in
record, Weeks is not taking the
!practice Wednesday. Doss has a
’sprained ankle and may be unable SJS team Iigtitl. "VI e has,. Is
lee- ready for a tough
to play for two weeks. Paterson
Weeks said. "sari Jose hasn’t
hias a bad back and will be out
u4rn, but it pla:s ed a killir died
this game.
ule and has done ss ell against
ritchenal plans to use one of
Is al tint ti .mis. 1 I sr tN..11111
three players, Greg Ittx.tha, Daf.
ple, they lost III Oregon stilt
Bonillas or Wendell Schell at the14-t) and OrPg
he-ut I I ah 25.5,’’
punting spot. All three punted in
The same I tab team tied t he
high school but haven’t done any
Lobos 7-7.
kicking in college.
The leading gainer for the Spar- ,
The only opponent the Spartan tans has been fullback Johnny and Lobos
have had in eommoi,
Johnson. He has carried the ball this season is Utah State, TI 79 times for 303 yards and an av- Spartans lost to the Aggics
’29-15
erage of 3.8 yards. Johnson is also while New Mexico edged tt,,.
he Spartans leading scorer with
Rocky Mountain eleven 14-13.
points.
For Titchenal, the meeting will

the Spartans twice on the grichron
as the Lobos coach and both I ifIllr
his teams lost. 14-16 and 0-14.
,.
Another ex -Lots, coach
Grand Marshal of the Ilorni yr-.
parade. and a great coach f, . by
gone Spartan teams. Dud D. Go:
While at New Mexico, Is
eompiled a 13-17 record Bits Is,’
--,,son came in 19f.42 when Is. ,eil
the Lobo; to a 7-2 record and V",
*
\ wed Sky line I ,41t,i iri,.tic--lea:

*
*
*
On the Air

Weakened by injuries and illnesses, San Jose State’s freshman
football team will journey tol
I Berkeley tomorrow morning to I
, test the Cal Irish in a 111:30 preliminary to the Cal -Penn State
, battle.

DISCOUNT LUBRITORIUM
6th & KEYES

Spartans Face New Mexico Tomorrow

Greg Rocha
Larry Hansen
Fred Engel
Rod Thomas
Walt Firstbrook
Joe Gibbons
Chuck Elder
Rand Carter
Cass Jackson
Walt Roberts
Johnny Johnson

190 LER 83 Larry Jasper
203 LTR 75 Wayne Tvrdik
200 LGR 67 Glen Troublefield
248
C 52 Eddie Stokes
230 RGL 70 Jack Abendschan
220 RTL 76 John Kosor
205 REL 81 George Heard
185 QB 17 Jim Cromartie
175 LHR 28 Jim Ottomann
160 RHL 42 Bobby Santiago
182 FB 36 Bucky Stallings
SAN JOSE STATE

I 1
12
14
15
21
22
23
25
31
32
33
34
35
41
42
43
44

Bonillas, Q
Evans Q
Kane, Q
Carter,
Demos H
Doss. H
Oleson, H
Jackson, H
Bonetto, F
Johnson, J., F
Daron, F
Engle, H., F
Miller, F
Doslak, H
Roberts, H
Paterson. H
Colletto, H

45 Nichols, E
51 Libarle, C
52 Thomas, C
53 Devine, C
54 Mumma, C
55 Wilsey, F
60 Tura. F
61 Myers, G
62 Lincoln, G
63 Peters, G
64 Bass, G
65 Lychak, G
67 Engle. F., G
68 Davis. G
69 McBride, G
70 Anderson, T
71 Perry, G

2
4
5
6
7
8
22
23
24
28
31
32
36
37
42

Chavez, Q
Q
Pendleton, Q
Fitzsimmons, Q
Crornartie, Q
Hampton, Q
Ward, H
Mershon, H
Hancock, H
Oftmann, H
Ness, F
Kelly. F
Stallings, F
Turner, F
Santiago, H

46
47
48
52
53
57
58
60
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Wt.
202
225
205
190
217
212
220
187
196
166
205

72 Firstbrook, G
74 Ludy, T
75 Hansen, T
76 Schell, T
77 Welch, T
79 Gibbons, T
80 Cadile, E
81 DeMonner, E
82 Holland, E
83 Elder, E
85 Kaumeheiwa, H
86 Johnson, D., E
87 Machufes, E
88 McFarland, E
89 Rocha. E

NEW MEXICO
Harris, H
Jensen, H
Hart, H
Stokes. C
Tidwell. C
Clausen, C
Lovett, C
Helton, G
Gares, G
Vivian, G
Avery, G
Ebia, G
Helton. G
Troublefield, G
Byrd, G

Walt Roberts is the second
leading rusher fur the Spartans,
earry lag the hall 38 times for
146 yards and a 3.8 average. The
team’s top average helongs lii
little Jerry Collett
ss ho has
picked -up 84 yants in 13 market;
IF a 6.4 average.
Other Spartans who have carried the ball often are Mike Miller
with a 3.1 average, Tom Duslak
with a 2.0 average and Hem Engel
with 3.6. Engel is Johnson’s replacement at the fullback spot.
San Jose State’s passing attack
is more potent than the Lobos
Rand Carter has passed 101 times
and completed 58 for a .574 corn, pletion mark. As a team the SJS

New Mexico marks his first coaching assignment against his former

",...."

While at New Mexico Titchena
eompiled a 12-16-1 record. Fie mu.’

*

FROM HAWAII
C’
1,50.,’,’
0-’): uS e.

b..

POLYNESIAN EXOTISC
410 Nal,. St

W. r

o-,e,

411
Crest ftpt 1317up
47 North first Street

Enjoy smoking
Smoke a pipe!
And while yow are shopping, Try
one of our select blends of fine
imported or domestic tobacco. Just
right for the discriminating pipe
s-oker

2C &

REG.

GP AE RL

2919

ETHYL
MAJOR OIL CO

GASOLINE

PURITAN OIL Co
4th P. WiPiom
61h & Keyes
10+6 8 Taylor

BUY AT A DISCOUNT!
ti)

School Supplies
Greeting Cards
Gift Wraps
Gifts Ceramics etc.

BIG

*

(MIMI,

Housewares
Sewing Notions
Simplicity Patterns

SAVE STORE
Phone 294-Y7’

16 E. San Fernando S+,

5

ATTENTION!!
alums
faculh
st udents

70 Abendschan. G
71 Pierson. T
73 Kenworthy, I
74 Henington, T
75 Tvrdik, T
76 Kosor. T
77 Bush, T
78 Ashbrook. T
80 Kearns, E
81 Heard, E
82 Erickson, E
83 Jasper, E
85 Meadows, E
88 Cole. E

Soccermen Meet Gators Tomorrow
Svans and 1.10y it Murad. Svans is
suffering from a broken firii.et
and probably v.111 miss at least the
soeeer team will journey to San
next two tills. Murad will return
Francisco State tomorrow morn - to
next
weekend
the
lineup
first,
its
against the Cal Aggies.
in an attempt to win
The Spartans, 0-6 on the camL.iitilts of the year against the GafOr the first

Taking Ii, t

laiw this season, San Jose

Made in England,

tors.
The two schools’ junior varsity
squads will tangle in a nrelimin-;
ary match at 10.
Coach Julie Menendez’ Spartans
;ire weakened by the loss of Valdis

Woven rnelfon blend.
The 40 inch convoy

Convoy

has double lined yoke,

Coat
Made in England

State’s

paign, will be meeting another
rugged foe in the Gators.
San Francisco coach Art Bridgeman has called his current crop,
"The best WO’Ve (14.1tit41 in h.sen
year s."

and wooden buttons.

OPEN
TILL 9

Yours for $25.00

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

Monday
Thursday
Friday

I let. 26-241 1
Inns

Art Martinez
your
Open Mon

290 South First St., San Jose
Bankamericard or the First National Charge Plan
Thurs. and Fri. ’fa 9 p Tr,

All parking tickets validated

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPTMENT
limited
/

Radio and T.V. Supply Co.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
(X 8-1212
1425 W. SAN CARLOs

er.

continur into
%seek of ortober 241111. .1:u.k’.,
range from :...1(1.4/..; to 7.42 1.4).").

,4.1

s
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YRs Plan Party’ Late News
On Crisis:
Campaign Work

1’.t,’

lyke Sale ’Great’
Limited Copies
In

,

The S.IS Young Republicans %ill tion of an "assembly line" direct
be out in force tonight for a cool- ’nailing setup. "It’s surprising, how
hination work project and partsfast the line gets going." Pollacek
said, "when you’ve got plenty of
for Republican Assembly candidate I, people
working."
Bob Davis.
Trucks will be out during the
The Young Republicans will pro- evening to put up posters around
vide transportation. Everyone in- the 24th District.
Free refreshments will he served
terested is asked to meet at the
cerner of Ninth and San Carlos at the party, which will he attended by all of the students particiStreets at 6:45 p.m.
pating in the evening.
The evening will be a combined
For more information, students
effort of YRs from Foothill Colmay call Bill Pollacek at CH
lege. San Jose City College, Santa
8-2868.
Cara University and San Jose

V limited number of copies of
ke’s Fall 1962 -Black and
White" issue are still available
and are on sale in Spartan Bookstore. according to Bruce Battev.
business manager.
Sales response to the feature
magazine was "great." according
to editor Ann Kuizenga. The winter issue will be published in early
December.
Pope

Spartaguide

We expect to have about 80-90
people out," Davis’ Student Campaign Chairman Bill Pollacek said
yesterday. "We hope to get all of
the work out of the way in an hour TODAY:
Kappa Delta Pi, organizational
or two. he added, so that we can
have the party as soon as possible." meeting, cafeteria rooms A and
Activities during the early part B, 2:30 p.m.
if the evening will include operayoung Republicans, activity
night and informal party, Ninth
.i nd San Carlos Streets, 7:15

Asks Peace

VATICAN CITY
Pope John
XXIII issued an "anguished cry"
to world leaders to "spare the
world the horrors of war that
would have disastrous consequen,ie.
such as nobody can foresee."

Special Rates for Safe Drivers
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
’di-kens Insurance Senice
770 Willow St.
CY 7-2854

(id -.4[9 tr
with
hip main

Yana

Expert Hair Stylist
Student Rates

AN
BEAUTY SALON
17 5 4t1e

MOSCOW Soviet Premier
Khrushchev, in a letter to Earl
Bertrand Russell. suggests a summit meeting and promises Russia
"will not make any reckless decisions." Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko returns to Moscow today
from the United States,

U.N. ActUNITED NATIONS
ing Secretary General Thant called
for Russia and the United States
to withhold Cuba action for two
weeks, to allow time for negotiations. President Kennedy is reported considering the plan unacceptable because it does not provide for
suspension of construction of missile sites or assurance that sites
Alpha Gamma, meeting open to already completed would be disall art majors, A115, 2:30 p.m.
mantled. The U.S. stands firm on
Appointments must be made on
Russian Club, meeting, Cafeteria its assertion that the blockade will
Tuesdays, one week previous to
room A. 6:30 p.m.
continue until all Soviet arms
interviews, at the Placement Of, Women’s Recreation Amoeba- build-up in Cuba ceases. The U.N.
fice. Adm234.
Security Council resumed meeting
Hon, tumbling, WG21, 4:30 p.m.
at 1 p.m. PDT yesterday.
NOV. 2
TOMORROW:
Personal Products: Business ad Hawaiian ChM, meeting and
MOSCOW (UPI) Soviet Preministration, industrial managebarbecue, William Street Park, mier Nikita Khrushchev has agreed
ment. economics. marketing, pay2 p.m.
to Acting United Nations Secretary
chology and liberal arts majors.
Young Republicans, activity day, General Thant’s proposal that shipments to Cuba be postponed two
CIECO Steel: Chemical engineer- 366 S. 10th St.. 10 a.m.
ing majors.
I Weekend Co-Rev, Women’s and to three weeks, Tass news agency
said yesterday.
Men’s Gyms, 12:30 p.m.
Arthur Anderson and Co.: Acriling or business administra- SUNDAY:
HAVANA The Cuban governc majors with a strong interest , Tr -C, meeting with lecture on ment put controls on consumer
.:: accounting.
"The Intellectual Superiority of goods to halt wave of panic buying.
Factory mutual, Electrical en_ Jesus Christ." Tri-C Student Cen- Military preparations, especially
zineering, chemical engineering ter, Third and San Antonio Streets, the emplacement of machine guns
and anti-aircraft weapons, has
irid mechanical engineering ma- .9’45 P.m.
Touring Club, tour to Carmel. speeded up.
irs.
- Monterey and Pebble Beach. meet
.n front of cafeteria. 9:30 a.m.
Roger Williams Fellowship,
meeting with Rex’. and Mrs. Ben.
ion White speaking on "Christian
Dating," 6:15 Pm

Phone 292-0055

Spartana

AN APPEAL
FROM ONE MAN TO THOSE WHO
121 S. 4.e. Si,- n sale now in SHARE MY FEAR AND CONCERN.
ABOUT THE DISASTER THAT SEEMS
Men only.
IMMINENT.
for sale boarding house. 8.’
’
’
CY 3-2675. Mrs. Clark.
FOR SALE

Contract
d s ...et.
Apt.

contract. Appr. women. Spr o
blk. from campus. CY 1-6675

:7’ tAGAMK II, 93 hp f
Call LY 3.3526

-.

ea, rs:,ed
-_
I

’55 Olds. 2dr. hard top, sic-...4.
--/ DA 2.9763.
52 Jag.

25 Fibere’. erip noise, Good
.
--st se!: 5427. AL 2.5563. 1 2

I’

PROPOSITION IA MESSENGERS, who will be passing out informational leaflets tomorrow night at the 1962 Homecoming
game in Spartan Stadium are Spartan Shields members Jerry
Arca, Don Carroll, Ron Smith, Ken Howell, Bob Weers, and
Reed Jones. They surround Valerie Tinti, junior secondary education major from San Lorenzo, who supplied inspiration while
the men passed out the leaflets at San Jose State’s first two
home games.

Task Force Increases
Campaign Activity for lA
IContIntied from Page 11)
erage, which aims to bring IA to
the atteneion of area voters, according to Jan Constantino, cochairman of the Special Student
Committee for IA.
Speeches, panel discussions and
debates are being presented by
Spartans in various different departmental areas.
Howard Miller’s speech activities class, which is in its second
year, has selected SA as the first
of its topics to he presented in
speech and panel discussion form
to community groups and organizations.
Class members will appear at
organization luncheons and meetings and present subject matter
concerning the bond issue. A second member will accompany the
first to record the talk for campus FM station KSJS and clan,
discussion and evaluation.

James Noah’s
I was assigned the job of
lhouse publications on IA 11,
hers of Pearce Davies’ public relations seminar class have been
giving informational speeche; anil
panel discussions.
Hundreds of more stuil.mt . are
doing their part by jirT
aIs
11
their acquaint a nei
I,ond issue.

I

’51 Marc
:

-

er,orts at pen
.
.nynr

Sell or trade 2dr. 57 Clem,. V8 $850
1W. 292.9669.
1’
Stereo o r

,

r

MONDAY:
Lambda Delta Sigma, meeting
with Rod Pulley, assistant director
of ACCION, speaking, 436 E. San
Fernando St.. 5:45 p.m.
Senior Class, meeting, CH161,
:1:30 p.m.
Sophomore Clas s, La Torre
photos. Inner Quad, 2 p.m.
Phi Mu Alpha (Slinfonla),
rital. Concert Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Women’s Ref‘ rration Aasociation. council meeting, WG2, 4:20
p.m.

5350. Rip-

’58 Ply. come -

HELP WANTED
2.25

_
Deo fashionable
Goisnie 500XL

Ii

"

SERVICES
Expert typing term papers. Reporternan,s--pes also editing. 293-3085.
Typingthesis, term paneN. etc. E’eftrif
Ph. 377.6498.
Auto insurance for Students, Ns 74n
2425 Chef Bailey Ins. 385 S. Monroe 5.

Remington
RENTALS

2
Need 1 man .,
-I wee. 54: 712’764,

an.

WANTED
Rooms*, wanted
(7-,1 475 5. 1
29
See ,e,-1-4,,
Urgently need -

i e le-

ra 107 noa,

TRANSPORTATION
Pide er
. 1 , A,Cr
Ride rider

Approved
1 girl sup
/2:

Typing, ell kinds, per page.Pootnotes
soefl nq eorrected. 292-2346.
sego., 29 9 Ethyl 31 9 -I -, e-.-1 I.
h
t
G,44 ^ 0’1

5’. Jon flutist

,

-

1,.1, 248.9640.
,e e’er,

1

?te

Male student
hr. CL 3,1e
PERSONALS
Superfluous heir mmoved for life NAM
,. I-4 e I 710 S 1.,
4 44’cr.

tt Stands to reason that a life
Insurance policy designed expressly for college menand
sold only to college mengives
you the most benefits for your
money when you consider that
college men are preferred Insurance risks. Call me andi’llfillyou
In on THE BENEFACTOR, College Life’s famous policy, exclusively for college men")

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 lin minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower H11, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with ChlICII or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

_

*BRUCE OLSON
351 N. 26th Street
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 298-6031
ri,p,esenting
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
ths ooly Company selling
exchIsively to College Men

Don’t let this girl’s costume fool you. She’s not really a
mad scientist. She’s a girla real, live girl. It’s just that
she has to prove somethingto herself and to her family.
She has to prove that she has a brain and that, if she
ever has to compete with men on their own terms, she
can do itand win. But she really doesn’t want to compete with men. In her heart she wants to attract men
and eventually, marry one. The girl watcher should not
let this situation disturb him. however.
If the girl is watchable, she should he watched, no
matter what her motives or ambitions may he. Thc same
thing is true of a cigarette. If it’s smokeable, it should he
smokedand Pall Mall is the most smokeable of all!

Pall Mall’s natural mildness
is so good to your taste!
So smooth. so satisfying,
so downright smokeable!

695
12,395
1393

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS
(Class OF ’Si
1199 S. First St.
CY 24517

THRIFTY
STUDENTS

Cut Your Gasoline Costs
By Buying a Molar Brand
Gasoline at Discount Prices

PURITAN OIL CO.
Just a Few Blocks from Campo.
ath & William - 6t6 & Rem
1 0th & Taylor

GIRL WATCHER’S GUIDE

WHITE -COATED
LAB -LOON
October 24, 1962
Leonard Feldman
Mathematics Department

;793

38 East San Antonio
San Jose
3-5616
CY

^

Ca i 29,i-25, 9, 5
1954 Hillman

USED CAR CORNER
57 Pontiac
Catalina Hardtop
56 Ford
Victoria Hardtop
5’7 Corvette
4 -Speed Trans.
55 Ford
Pointe.. 2 -Door

Merle Norman Cosmetics Studio

Bruce
Olson*
says...

Good

Sell/Tnede -’2 app. con. R/8
- :
295.9965. Jr,’
_
’59 Triumph
mire, 0
$250. Cal: Sip. CY 3.9629.

0111’

1’4’110111114.
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Pall Mall Presents~
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De. John P. Harville,
SJS pr4.
fiestanc of biology and
science ea,,,
on, ham been appointed
as par
statewide committee
to rni21.
o’l 111/i
/1(.0 teaching
in all Co.

wurn: }MUM:: Congressional
leaders, sent home by the President after a second briefing on the
crisis, were directed to he available
for return within eight hours. Regional conferences were set up for
briefing of congressmen yesterday.
Cabinet members have withdrawn
from political campaigns.

Job Interviews P

INSURANCE
PROBLEMS?
We Insure Anyone!

inel el i

Science Post

CARIBBEAN - American warships entered the second day of
blockade around Cuba yesterday.
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A Hectic Schedule for Homecoming ueen
Elaine Halvorsen Wins
Her First Contest Ever

epPaink
E? school
teaching
teaching 166
rSeS

501

app f

7equi retywor, I
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to.

When

asked about her love Im
mysteriously
a 6flille that 56616.
1VIona Lisa painting.

INER
1795

he just looked up and smiled
11.11111116cent (.4 the

She spolie more freely, however. about other things

695

She admitted she bad never won any other kind of contest
before in her life
not until a week ago when she was crovv toed
the Homecoming Queen at the Coronation Ball.

52 395
$395

"Gee. I hope I don’t faint," Elaine Halvorsen recalls saying
JAMS

herself. She won the title this year over 42 other candidates.
A junior in education, the ’21 -year-old brunette has some very
definite plans about the future.

iS
I)
CY 2.7517
Proimidelieds

"When I catne to California, I thought
and then teach."

I If

)s,sov, however, she’s changed her

-1 it law to

love to get married

iou sal s

ics
become an air line s; cy,
berme teaching and getting married," she said.
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am Comput
Is 8 Keyes
ler

a I

hen

travel

THREE REASONS
The Homecoming Queen came to SJS for three reasons. One,
she said, was that she wanted to go away for her college education
but not too far from where her parents now live - - in Westwood.

Se Costs
or Brand
HO Prices

CO.

it

HOMECOMING QUEEN Elaine Halvorsen and
her court look on after she was chosen as the
winner last week. From left to right are her princesses: Lu Carter, sponsored by Allen Hall; Judy

Allen, Markham Hall: Miss Halvorsen, Moulder
Hall and Phi Sigma Kappa; Jane Winter, Delta
Sigma Phi; and Pam Nelson, Alpha Phi Omega
and Alpha Phi.

’Ake
Pen

udio
Jose

SHE STUDIES . . .

. . . AND

Second, she added, she had heard that the college was tops
teaching and third, she came simply because she had heard so
much about SJS.

Occasionally doing photographic modeling. Elaine is talented
in other fields. She plays the
piano and
as if that were not
enough -- she used to play the
accordion when she was a thild.
"The accordion was bigger than
I was then." she recalled.
Athletically as well as musically inclined. Elaine. five feet
six inches tall, also likes all outdoor sports
especially volleyball and water skiing.
On men, she was equally particular about her likes and dislikes.
"I like someone I can laugh
with but yet be serious with at
the proper time," she said.
She enjoys men who can carry
on an intelligent conversation,
someone who has something to
say and not just someone to
look at.
She hates men, however, who
are always putting on an act.
In music, Elaine was more
general.
"I love any kind of music,"
she said, naming her favorites as
Johnny Mathis, Eydie Gonne.
COOKS
Ray Oinniff and Ray Charles.
MOVIE STARS
"I die every time I see Cary
Grant," she said when the interview switched to movie stars.
"Ho’s the most handsome noon
in the world." She saw "An Affair To Remember" three times.
She also likes Paul Newman’s
blue eyes which, incidentally, is
her favorite color.
Since it all happened, Elaine
has been getting to bed late and
getting up early. A typical day
in her life this past week includes sending thank-you notes,
having her picture taken and
taking part in the various Homecoming activities. All this besides
trying to study at night and
maintaining her apartment,
which she shares with three
other coeds.
Still, however, it’s been worth
the effort.
"I’m glad I won the title because it enabled II1C to meet so
many more people," she said.

116.
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SHE’S SURPRISED BY THE DECISION
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HOMECOMING QUEEN Elaine Halvorsen poses with her trophy
for a portrait after winning the title last week. The queen, a 21 year -old junior education major, was sponsored by Moulder Hall
and Phi Sigma Kapp,’

AN UNUSUAL VIEW shows Homecoming Queen Elaine Halvorsen at the Frank Darien television show on Tuesday. The program
on KNTV, channel I I, was entirely devoted to the college’s
activities during Homecoming week.

. . . AND TRIES TO HIDE HER HAPPINESS

SHE LIKES IA TOO!

Friday. Oct. 26. 1962
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Insurance
Talks Slated

Alumni Offices Move
Location to San Carlos
By FRED St’HOONSI.1KER
Those seeking information about
the Alumni Association, would
probably go to the office in building K and would see an empty
room through a hole in the door.
The Alumni Association has recently moved to a new location at
2’24 E. San Carlos St. The reason
for the move said William Eckert,
president of the association, was to
make room for the expanding
counseling services which occupies
the other half of the old building.

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rates

3 MOS. 1 8
..1" Ot R "RENT
TO OWN PLAN"
draoreireeleerf
BUSINESS
AND

MiCMINES
EQUIPMENT

OFFICE

Third & San Fernando

It also gave the Association a
much larger facility, he added.
The purpose of the Alumni Association Eckert said is three-fold:
"One, to provide a channel of
communication between the college
and the alumni; two, fund raising:
and three, to provide services to
the college."
One of the services that the
Alumni Association can provide for
the school is political support,
such as urging of its members to
support Proposition 1A in the November elections.
Other activities of the Association include Founder’s Week ac-

Can You Mystify?
See Activity Office

Unusually talented or talented
unusually? Which ever the case
may be, the Student Activities Office and Placement Service are
preparing a file on students with
unusual talents.
In the past, requests have been
made by local employers for musicians, bands, magicians and other
special talent users.
Further information may be oh- ,
tained at the Student Activities
OfficeAdm242 or the Placement 0
Service Adm234.

HOLIDAY FAST SERV
Across From the

on

4th and

an

Library
Fernando

Delicious Fish-wich
with spicy tartar sauce

39e
King Size Hamburger
-A Meal In Itself"

39c
Juicy Hot Dogs
lie
Etpry Sunday

ti dies, supporting athletics, and
Homecoming.
Members get the latest news of
the campus from the alumni magazine, "The Spartan," which is
published quarterly.
The Association was disbanded
during World War II, but has come
back stiongly since then.
"The membership of the Association has more than tripled in
the past four years," reports Eckert, stating that he hopes to see it
reach 10,000 in a few years.
Eckert also said there are several members who graduated before
the tuin of the century, recalling
one such graduate from the class
of 1889 was saluated at the Homecoming a few years ago.
Eckert, who is president of the
Association for the year 1962 is a
1954 SJS graduate. He is an aeronautical engineer for the United
Air Lines.
Other officers in the Alumni Association are Gerard Kettmann,
vice-president, and Al Corral, sec..
retary-treasurer.

4,4)

WILLIAM ECKERT
... alumni president

Immunization Day
At Health Service
Today is immunization day at
SJS. The Student Health Service
will immunize students, faculty
and staff from 1-4 p.m. in H130.
Immunizations may be received
for smallpox, diphtheria, tetanus,
and typhoid.
Students under 21 years of age
must have written consent (tom a
parent or guardian. Consent forms
may be obtained at the Health
Service.

Weekly sessions on "The Dynamics of General Insurance" will
begin SIonday at 7 p.m. at the
Ciutibrian Branch Library, 1780
Hillsdale Ave. Twenty sessions are
scheduled, each being two hours
in length.
Discussions will be led by outstanding professionals in the insurance field. The course is designed to meet the special inteiests
and needs of established members
of the insurance industry in San
Jose and the Bay Area.
The Institute of Insurance
Students of SJS and the San Jose
Association of Independent InsurAwe Agents are sponsoring the
rOgTal11.5.

William J. Miller, a partner in
the firm of Miller, Freedman and
Mathewson, wlil speak at the first
session. His topic will be "Genet al
Automobile Coverages."
Other topics to be covered during the 20 sessions include personal liability, casualty, bonds and
suretyship inland and ocean marine insurance.
There will be a $35 charge for
the course. Further information
may be obtained by contacting the
Institute of Insurance Studies,
A drn234.

est SJS Fraternity
ccupies Tower Hall

(This is the first of s series of
weakly historical articles dicing with
stints in the files of San Jose State’s
first mini’ honorary fraternity, Tau
Matta Phi).
By RONALD R. BRILL
For nearly 35 years of its 45-year
existence as "campus cultural headquarters" for academic scholars,
Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary
scholastic fraternity, has occupied
the mysterious chambers inside the
SJS Tower.
Without rival as the oldest established permanent SJS scholastic
society, the "Tower" fraternity is
not without traditional eccentricities which members (minimum
grade point average, 3.0) boast as
marks of distinction.
In the 1920’s while campus cutups were stepping the Charleston
between helpings of live goldfish.
Tau Delta Phi sought to expand
the local fraternity to all state
teachers colleges in California.

AmmmA
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As it began in 1916, when SJS
was a California State Normal
School. Tau Delta Phi was highly
received by the Normal Times
(forerunner to the Spartan Daily).
Indeed, among organizers of the
fraternity was President Morris
Dailey, whose memory is perpetuated through Tower Hall’s Morris
Dailey Auditorum.
"The practicability and consistency of the existence of an honor
fraternity among the men of this
Normal School has been felt for
some time, and under the guidance
and direction of some of the men
of the faculty, such a fraternity is
now established. It is to be known
as Tau Delta Phi."
SCHOLARSHIP, MANHOOD
So on Monday. June 26. 1916,
The Normal Times welcomed the
new Honor Fraternity, adding this
bit of editorial comment:
"Contrary to existing opinion or
conjecture, it is not a Greek letter
fraternity established to suit the
narrow, selfish ends of a select
few, but an honor society whose
membership is made up of those
male students who have been
recommended by the faculty for
scholarship and manhood."
the
The connection be
Tower and the honor fraternity is
not revealed in historical records,
but it may have been more than
coincidence that on June 23, 1916,
exactly seven years after laying
the cornerstone of the Tower, stuents and faculty gathered to elect
,,fficers and form the fraternity.
EXCLUSIVE DOMAIN
It was not until 1927 that Tau
ielta Phi, with permission of
’resident Thomas W. McQuarrie,
i.egan permanent and exclusive acupsilon of the historic 3-story
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Model U.N. Slated
For County Fete

SAM OBREGON
. . . MUN

head

San Carlos High
Group Visits SJS
Twenty -three San Carlos high
school students, members of a
Recreation Leadership class, visited the campus recently. They
were accompanied by their instructor, Miss Carla Crippen.
The group was greeted by several recreation majors, and welcomed by Dean Robert Martin, Associate Dean of Counseling; Dr.
Mary S. Wiley, Head of the Recreation Department and Peter
Wolf., President of California
Parks and Recreation Society,
Student Section.
After touring the campus, the
guests participated in small discussion groups led by junior and senior recreation majors. The groups
discussed various aspects of college
life, concepts of leisure and recreation in today’s society and careers
in recreation.

The Model United Nations
will
be participating in the
county.
wide United Nations Festival
at
the Santa Clara County Foil..
grounds tomorrow from noon
to
11 p.m.
Although SJS’s Homeo.minc
will
be tomorrow also, the NICN see.
retary said that the students
might find time to work in a visit
during the day, especially if they
are interested in free exotic loads
from many lands.
MUN’s booth will be located
right inside the door of the pavii.
Ion Building.
"The Festival Chairman was to
enthusiastic over our organization
that she gave us the best poottk
in the building," said Katie Swart.
MUN booth chairman.
Members of MUN will take
shifts manning the booth, distil,.
uting the new brochuie. and ex.
plaining the scope of their Opera.
tion to visitors. Special IN. day
stamps will also be available lova.
itors at the MUN booth.
The brochure which will be
handed out by the MUN membeo
and later to any one interested s
to be one of the main tools ft-,r
raising money for Mt.’N’s Perm’s
cot Underwriting Fund, which
needed for business oliciating
penises.
Also it will explain the NIL’S
session scheduled here for April.
1963. For this session SJS wni
host over 1200 MUN student de,..
gates from throughout the nation.
The pamphlet was designed hy
Benny Gonzales a commercial an
major who also set all the tyi*.

San Jose Mercury describes the
Tower style of architecture as "the
art nouveau, and combines examples of the Moorish, Gothic.
Spanish, Renaissance and Mission
schools."
Recently, the 52-year-old Tower
and Tower Hall buildings in general have been threatened with
remodeling or destruction by state
officials. President Wahlquist has
stated that he is in favor of remodeling the ivy-covered halls, but .’,10Ottli600000000064011.-1101r-Weletierett011otWierfoleVroleir-VogetA
would not initiate action if it were
to mean the building’s destruction

CRYSTAL CREAMERY

FOR PRESERVATION
COFFEE SHOP
Tau Delta Phi, which houses its .55
"Where the servings are large
meeting and initiation chambers as
and the prices are right."
well as its recreation and lounge
facilities inside the locked Tower
MANY SAN JOSE STATE
door, took bold steps early this
year to preserve the historic center
ATHLETES EAT HERE DAILY
of the campus.
Through President Wahlqui,t s: 7th & Santa Clara
and the Trustees of the California
State Colleges, a petition was sent
to the Historical Landmarks Advisory Committee requesting "numbering and registration of the
Tower Hall of San Jose State
College as a California Historical
Point of Interest, and that an appropriate plaque be furnished for
the building."
With the failure of this petition.
San Jose State’s symbolic centerpiece now stands in the shadow
of the wrecking crews.
Like the honorary fraternity
that spiritually and physically
dwells in the half-century-old
Tower chambers; like the ivy that
wilts and browns before each winter, only to bloom green and vigorous each spring, Tower Hall’s
weathered walls speak through the
poem mounted on a plaque at the
Tower’s base . . "I am not one of
these who only seem, steadfast am
I, and destined to endure . . ."
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HOMECOMING SPECIALS
Hood "P-F" Tennis Shoes . Reg. $6.95 to $8.95
NOW 1/2 OFF
Jantzen Swim Suits Men’s

OUSpiee
LODORANT

and Women’s .. 1/3 OFF

Here’s deodorant protection

SKI EQUIPMENT

Ladies’ After Ski Boots, Reg. $15.95 NOW $7.95
Parkas, Pants, Imported Sweaters . . . 1/3 OFF

YOU CAN TRUST
OW Spice Stick Deodorant...fastest, neatest tray ta Ill
day, every day protection! It’s the active deodorant for
arrive men...absolotely dependable. Glides on smonthlY,
speedily...dries in record time. Old Spice Stick Deodorant
most convenient, most economical deodorant money can
buil’. 1.00 plus tax.

Famous brand names like: Bogner, White Stag, Libo, Roffe.

Ski Boots Hochland, Henke & OFA
Men’s and Women’s.

lit:

1/2 OFF

Something New! Water Repellent Sweatshirts $3.95 & $4.50
Several colors and styles to choose from.

FREEMAN’S SPORT CENTER
295-7697

244 S. SECOND STREET
* Prow

* Opp, Me..& Thor’ ’Til 9:00 p.m.
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Many Financial Aids ’
Available for Students
lis tie:T’rlf 1.1 ISKANO
"II can’t make that last dollar stretch to cover next month’s
hook you need
rent or pay fur that
in your history class, the answer
through
to your problem may be
a short-term loan, part-time employmient or a scholarship.
Students who run into serious
litionci.11 trouble while at 5.15 have
,1,11.11 alternatives, according to
von Ryan, assistant to the dean of
students and scholarship chairman.
These are described in a booklet
ut out lk the college called "1.1nancial Aids Bulletin."

loan and scholarship funds. In 1952.
total seholarship funds available to
students was approximately $1,000
distributed a ni on g 15 students.
During the past year, $25,414 has
been distributed among 150 students.

PRESIDENTS MEET NEW SJS PUBLICATION
VSt j,.

Library To Observe
United Nations Day

1,
is

(Jilt
l,t

ii aa .4 the
1.1111,-11 found on the Iist
special South Wing. ’flits display, by the
in the mimeos’ Bata. i Club. features quoIt will tations fron. V1111,11N 1.10,,kg of 1110
WUlid ’a religions The display is
Nleeting Place of
The entied Nations’ theme is 1111,1.1.
Nations. The earth is one country
eeophasized
leprolu-aril alit ni!ind its Citizen
. ro, of the I.’ N. flags ’rile
a theme of the display is to tell
The (Itsplal. Ire:1114e, goon., from
students to keep Mtwara d abou
"Datia’u’llah."
1;etles." the
I.,
the U.N. and world problems
’
the Book or the Second Is
reading hooks and pamphlets tam - vo
.
1.:01’ .11; the "Works
(Diming the organization.
I t.ellrIkrIN’inIC- the ’Z. ova. t ,
III 1.01111114211.,I’ii111,11 c,t
Natilens Day 1Vednes.lay, a
display has been set up
North Wing of the Lilirasa
tie up for at least a us eelt

Three types of loans are available. Ryan described the shortterm loan which is designed to
hell, students meet unexpected
emergencies. The loans run frmn
one to three months and the
amount depends on need.

$140,000 AVAILABLE
Berause of the revolving basis
the years, increasing of these loans, up to $80.000 will
aine.mLs have been allotted to the be used for this purpose, although
the basic fund is approximately
$30,000.

Through

Wednesday Marks
25th Anniversary,
Home Ec Degree

National Detense Student Loans
are available to those with a 2.75
grade point average majoring in
education, science, nusthetnaties,
engineering or a modern language.
Up to $1,000 may be borrowed Icy’
qualified students. Repayment is
not due until after graduation, and
Wednesday marked a very spec- students have up
to ten years to
ial di) for Mrs. Carol Diacomis, reimburse the amount. The total
junior home economies student.
sum of $273,000 has already been
T,aattity-five years ago Oct. 23, loaned.
she and her husband ex1937
AVAILABLE FOR THIS YEAR
changed wedding vows.
The United Student Aid Fund,
that
at
that
time
doubtful
It’s
Inc., helps students who are in clear
Mrs.
DifiCOMiS
eithor imagined
academic standing and who are
would be completing her education
unable to obtain loans from other
ccc fienemaking education, of all sources.
The organization, a nonthings. on their Silver Wedding
profit service corporation, endorses
Anni,
low-cost. long-term loans made by
During the spring semester of
the student’s hometown bank,
eat y.,ari :Mrs. Diacomis, who ,
San Jose State underwrites the
plans to teach after graduation,
received an outstanding Achieve- loan by depositing funds in the
ment award from the Horne Er,. USA Funds, Inc.. reserve. A total
of $37,500 has been made available
(comics club at its annual banquet.
Mrs. Diacomis’ daughter, who for this category.
Additional information concernwas also a home economies majc r.
graduated true: SJS in 1l-0 She ing each type of loan is inrittdol
in the "Financial Aids Bulletin."
in a Ims .,.;eles
is now ...,.tie
It lists scholarships available in
la;11
:11"11111S fields.
’Die amount of these grant,’
fronl $50 to 8500. The average amount, however. is SIM. According to the bulletin, approximately $42,000 will be made avail’ able for scholarships during the
.1963-64 academic year.
Ilte Industrial Arts Building
GRADS ELIGIBLE
will hold open house tomorrow.
The publication also lists fi1-1 I.di. in conjunction with
naneial aids available to graduate
Melees .ming. aecoixling tit Doll
lielandi, assistant professor cif students.
Finaneial aid through student
Indust la art s.
part-time employment is also exftefiedorients will he, served to
plained. Students are referred to
sho, and faculty members will
the Placement Office, Adm234, for
.I
to greet eradilates
further information in this cote,.’ for a tour through
gory
,:. Betatalo I
e, an stressed that 99 per cent
! the -cholarships given at SJS
i11%,I111411 ti at tents already
with college standing. Only two
scholarships are given to incoming
freshnien.
wrork!ti
IionlecomFurther information about fi,14 fl,iiits thLs
weie kept naneial aids may he obtained by
I entertained with free picking up a copy of the financial
iped-in music.
bulletin in Adm269. Detailed inand "sounds" were formation a Is u t deadlines and
asooe
.a the Inter-Frateini., qualifications is included in the
puhliention

Open House Set
For IA Building

A copy of Pres. John E 1-1.11- ..11.1 the "Diumuntip.,....
nedj,’s proclamatUm for I ’nited Nations Day is also ineludcd. In
the President urges citizens to ohBig Auto
seiVe U.N. Day to "ilemonstimte
Insertion Saving. Announced
Womsm
end
married men eves
their faith in the United Nations
7! 175 less Sli div.dent or a net
and contribute to a !Reiter undern 546 (besed 01. current I? Om
dent dir:dendi. Single men ander
standing of it.’, aims. proldeins and
2S: S?51 lem 143 dividend. at else
of 1209.
lerainiplishments."
Minoan Iona Inlure LiebilIty 15 GOO
PI*6*,,S Damage and 55410 Med ral
Rounding out the
Payrnnnts. Other coveeges s con.
PeabI
savings. Payments um oe
bulletin board to the right of the
med ones, *vice or few times
V.., Call or ands la fii j.10,.
glassed -in display :11Y 01iC1 111’es of
In01 ion 10 GOr0,1 U. Carnaban
566 Meade Avenue: Sunnyvale.
itetivities in dilterem to re
REGent 5.1741 (day S mint,
tries.

MN.

BILL HAUCK, SJS STUDENT body and
CSCSPA (California State College Student
Presidents’ Association) president, points out to
student prexies from 16 state colleges the current edition of the new SJS Newsletter at the
orientation meeting of the CSCSPA conference

held at SJS last weekend. Following the orientation gathering, the group tackled such topics
as the college union program, overseas study
program and Proposition 1A. It was the first of
four schoduled conferences.

SJS Graduates Spread Over World;
Working From Africa to Hollywood
By CAROL YAI.N,I.
Successful Si. ....,
have
become names in the ii ’
in be
found in poaitions from A.rica to
Hollywood.
Robert Cole is now the conductor for the Tulare Symphony. Conducting the Hollyvv.sat SyntiItcny
is graduate Alan Yl, Fer,tusoli.
Pat Suzuki IliLS gone im ii. lie corn,’ a Gunou.s singei an.; aro ress.
She was the star of "Flom.’ Drum
Song" in 1958.
Graduate John Forbes is in a
conduct rig position at NBC-TV.
New York.
Irene Dalis 1,11,11101* I
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’63 CHEVROLET IMPALA SPORT COUPE
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Th;s is about the best thing that’s hag
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d?fferent
cif
entire:y
s’ir’’I
-four
them
C‘leYrok
cars to choose front at your Chevrolet dealer’s One -Stop Sh ;pIng
r.)
Center. If you’re a luvary-loyer, you’ll probabiy wart
than those 13 plush new Jet -smooth ’63 Chevrolets. Want to give your
budget an even bigger break? Step over and see what’s new with those
10 nifty models of the ’63 Chevy II. Or maybe you’ve been eyeing
sports-car caps, in which case have a go at a sporty new ’63 Corvair
(8 of them, including three snazzy bucket-seat Moms and those big
Greenbrier Sports Wagons). There’s even something for the all -nut
sports-car set-the daring Corvette Sting Ray. Picking a new car has
never been easier. (Unless you’d like to own them all!)
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Time, Energy, Sweat Build Floats for Tomorrow’s Parade
*

*

*

The ’Long Wait’ Begins
As Work Finally Ends
8. JERRV
Tomorntw morning’s annual
Homecoming Parade %%ill be more
than just it parade to a hardy
hived of students. To those who
spent hours and hours building the
floats, the parade still represent a
climax
the culniination of work
that began as long ago as last
spring.
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MAKING FLOWERS at their sorority house, the women of Chi
Omega continue working on their float which they are constructing with the Sigma Pi fraternity.

Building a float is no easy task
Nor is it a short one. The gears
started in motion when the fraternity and sorority pairings were
announced laSt year and began
moving slowly at first. reaching a
frenzied pace tonight.
The primary, and often most important. job is usually done by a
IPW people. They think. They throw
their heads together and mull over
ideas for the float, finally coming
tte with their "prize-winning" idea.

to cover as much as possible with
taped -together plastic covering.
The last night of work, however,
,ilways the most exciting night.
Last-minute ’binges and additions
are made as the deadline approaches. Some of the floats are
almost done, but some of them
still he we a long way to go hefore
completion.
Somehow, and almost unbelievably to those who have been doing
the work, each Boat is finished and
the builders then sit back and wait
until the game Is
night
when the winners are announced.
Seeing their float move down the
street and then hearing that they

WORKING HARD at making the base for their float are (I.)
Gene Gastelum, Jerry Bell, Dick Wolfe and Chuck Shaffer of
Delta Sigma Phi. The fraternity is making its float with the Delta
Zeta sorority.

have won first place, makes everything worthwhile to the inert

LUR:

the women who did the sn-i irk

WORKERS TAKE OVER
After the float’s theme has been
decided, the "workers" take over,
making plains for the construction
of the base and figures, and tryine
to figure out him they can get the
Spann head to move and the en eyes to light up.
As Homecoming nears, the girls
are finishing the crepe paper flowers, remarkably realistic imitations
of th,- real thing.

IN

ULU AN

These determined girls sit, sprawl
or stand and fashion one flower
after another. Some of the more
intricate flowers take as long as
one minute each to make and
there never seems to be enough.
10.000 FLOWERS
One girl said her house would
probably make about 10.000 flowers
and go through 1-14 boxes of crepe
paper in every color imaginable.

THIS
WEEK

Once the hose is completed. the
chicken wire is tacked on. It is to
this that the flowers are attached
so the wire must be moulded
around the base in just the right
way to produce every curve and
bulge called for on the "blueprints."

THE BODY WE LIVE IN.
,,

bee.-

This

LIFE
body,

Dresses

KORET
Sportswear

PLANTING FLOWERSMembers of Theta Chi and Kappa
Alpha Theta work on the body
of their float at the fairgrounds.

42

most

intricate

serviceable

yet

machine

the

vi -,,!d has ever known. As the series unfolds, LIFE

STATE MEAT MARKET
Corner 4th and Santa Clara
CY 2-7726

at a Friday afternoon %%titer fight.

Complete Line of First
Quality Meats, Wholesale and Retail

underneath the lug grandstand and
the it hers sit half in and half out.

defends and reproduces

nourishes,

His

story,

as

he

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS:

HALE IN DANGER

SMALL LOIN LAMB CHOPS, A or AA

89’
92c lb

LEG OF LAMB, A or AA

621: lb

FRESH SPARE RIBS, Small Size

49c

SLICED BEEF LIVER

491: lb

The "in’. halt is happy, hut the
brings dew and fog

2 lbs. for

FRESH GROUND BEEF, Very Lean

"out" halt is in potential danger.
Night

LLY SCHIRRA.

r

60

Phone
241-7180

Here is found more activity than

01
Ho.’, your body works, reacts. attacks,

iii in San Jose

622 TOWN &
COUNTRY
VILLAGE

The shorter floats can squeeze in
the

Suits

JANE ANDRE

Monday. the floats were moved
out to Santa Clara County Fairgrounds where most ot the organizations were doing the finishing
work on their floats this week.

week,

series on the human

Coats and

that

attacks the flowers, causing them
to run, fade and wilt.

,,-est thrills, his most challenging
r

Ti) prevent this, the builders try

along with this exclusive story, five

-cC heath -taking color photographs showing,
10

Iri.et time

Rao,

Poi

ly

_Alf

a capsule coming home to roost.

ELECTION FRAUDS.

Old swindles like-The

UNDERCOVER JOBCindy Conrad, Kappa
Alpha Theta, wires flowers onto the chicken
wire for a part of a float. This method is
rapidly replacing the old method of sticking on
and twisting the flowers.

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Frets. Sororities and Boarding How,r,

The Lead Finger," and "Mattress Voting

oeen

new ones aper,

and

replaced by such sophisticated

The Peekaboo.’

OF ARC OR DRAGON LADY? A
or

-r

Melee,

Nsa,

close-up

’,:ter -in-law

of the

President 5f Vietnam and the most controversial,
powerful,

qood Time

JOAN

er;

devious and d

-.Lilt beauty anywhere

LIFE GUIDE.

doing and where
the latest in

-

A

round -up of what’s

Art, Movies, Sports.

records and books,

Lip with LIFEall

of it.

the

Also,

week, catch

Dealers Association and the Valley
Fair Merchants Association. See
more than 100 autos on display.

special meal come

into Bohannon’s for a treat beyond
compre.

tot earaa.iira
prrrfecr for

east of S’,..ez

The Valley’s official Auto Show
is sponsored by Santa Clara Auto

Tonigh$. before the game. or anytime you want

MONDAY, OCTOBER 2 9 t h

AUTO SHOW

An expose of present

day fraud practices at the polls that sounds like
an

COMING

ratittf

The Namedrop-

’The Screwdriver,

dinner

your

beforeth-game

AND were not far from

Spartan Stadium.
Remember
you’ll

fussier

for
forget

homecoming
start your
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evening at
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HOURS:

1401 S. First Street

VALLEY faz

Monday through Friday 9:30 to 9:30 Saturday 9:30 to 5:30

STEVENS CREEK BLVD. AT THE FREEWAY

SAN JOSE

lb.

Genetic Discoveries
Merit Nobel Prize

A pink submarine and five Army
nurses go a long way to make
tonight’s Friday Flick, "Operation
petticoat," one of the most unforgettable comedy fare to be presented by the Senior Class.

_ilytm,/ inn
2720 Alum Rock Blvd.

CL 8-8656
Invites you
to
CHA CHA
SWING
TWIST
Dance
their
At
Lesson Session ...

,it,,
RE

Every Wednesday Night
8 to 10 p.m.
Featuring former Arthur Murray
instructor, FREDDY MARIEA
$2.00 per hour per couple
DANCING
DINING
REFRESHMENTS
Your Alumni Hosts:
G.,. Guerra and Jim Balestrieri

iiimm11111w

i’VA.VAP

U

"Operation" begins at 7:30 p.m.
in TH55.
The cast, including Cary
Grant, Tony Curtis, Joan O’Brien
and Dina Merrill, is caught up in
a not -for-real World War II sequence involving a punctured sub
and an ambitious captain who
wants to repair her but cannot
take the time due to the red tape
of formal channels.
The comedy, in Eastman Color,
is open to members of the San
Jose State college community.
Admission is 25 cents.

Garage May Open
During November
Opening date on mutt estory San
Jose State Parking Garage is still
questionable, according to Glen E.
Gut tormsen, campus business manager.
"However,"
Mr.
Gut tormsen
stated, "we do know that it will
be some time after Nov. 1."
First anticipated opening date
was Oct. 15. Various problems in
completion of the building have
caused the delay.
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Old World Charm in Dining

ra

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night

America’s Most Beautilul Hofbrau

SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

eta ii

89‘
P2‘
lb

lb

IOC
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lb

19‘

lb

Wilda
Baughn

1- 441;
if

Die Rhinelander
Band
Fri. & Sat. Nites

AM.

d -o Her Piano

garden cify -ilofirau
CY 7-20112
51 So. Market
’114P 4t,Wilil?/&(tejti&e4)ifilt241131011\llf 3nv4v-

And for their work the three
scientists this week shared the
Nobel award in medicine and
physiology.
Dr. George I.’ I Lii, assoThey are Harvard Prof. James
ciate professor of busire - al San
D. Watson and British biochemJose State, will deliver the lunchists Francis H. C. Crick and Maueon address at a seminar tomorrice II F. Wilkins.
The three scientists explored the
row at the Stanford University
structure of genes, tiny bits of
riraduate School of Business.
matter within organisms that deSpeaking on the subject of
termine such factors as the color
Management Talent: What Is
of eyes and hair, the shape of a
It?," Dr. Halverson will discuss
nose and other characteristics.
They discovered that substances
the factors of management, as
within molecules split to form duDR. JAMES WATSON
well as the essential characterplicate substances and in each diistics of successful managers at
vision another activating force
top levels of responsibility. He
acts as a "messenger" to transmit these traits to other life-makJose will also consider the qualities
Miss Joyce Back’:
,
ing parts of the body chemistiy. State College librarian, has been sought in selecting individuals for
When the award was announced, attending meetings of librarians management positions.
Hugo Theorell, a 1955 Nobel Prize this week in Coronado.
The one-day conference, sponwinner, said: "They have shown
On Tuesday, Miss Backus atToday, the student with fore- us how to read the secret language tended the meeting of State Col- sored by the Palo Alto Chapter
lege Librarians.
lof the American Prod’.erion and
sight is the student who takes of life."
advantage of his school’s scholasNEM000011111.
.MieM1.1=e1
tic opportunities.
One such opportunity at San
Jose State is its summer sessions
program. A glance at ten-year
enrollment figures shows that
foresight is spreading.
Ten years ago, 3,341 students
enrolled in summer school. Last
summer, 8,320 participated in the
various programs during the summer, an increase of more than 150
per cent.
SESSIONS POPULAR
According to Joe H. West, dean
of summer sessions, there are
"two or three" reasons for the
tremendous increase in popularity
of State’s summer sessions.
"One reason," said Dean West,
"is that more students are enrolled in the regular session. Figuring percentage-wise, an increase
is naturally expected.
"Secondly, there are a lot more
teachers in the field than there
used to be." Dean West explained
that many of the courses offered
in the summer are designed to
aid area teachers in their teaching during the school year.
"We have tried to provide a
program of interest to both regular students and the teachers,"
he added.
Summer school enrollment figures have increased every year
since 1952 except for 1953, when
the enrollment dipped by about
200.
ATTENDANCE GROWS
Since then, however, figures
have been going like a rocket
straight up. Last summer, for example, 800 more students than
the previous summer were taking
classes. The 1962 figure was almost 1,000 larger than just three
years ago.
According to Dean West, business and English have been the
most popular areas, and foreign
SHOP MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
languages, librarianship, mathe9:30 to 9:30
psychology
matics, natural science,
I and social science have all enjoyed
SATURDAY 9:30 to 5:30
’steady growth.

Summertime
Conducive

’Operation Petticoat’ Tonight in TH55

0/-NVII"

DAILY-1111

Professor To Address
Stanford Business Grads

It) WILLIAM O. LAFFLER
nilvvI
ilitcrnational
A young American scientist
once wondered why children resemble their parents and began
trying to find the answer.
With the help of two equally
curious British biologists, he
found a solution. At the time he
dismissed the finding as trivial.
But in their experiments these
three men may have found the
most important clue to the mystery of life

YOU SEE, SIRCary Grant and Tony Curtis are seen below
deck in a World War II submarine in one of the hilarious
sequences of "Operation Petticoat," tonight’s Friday Flick. The
film will be shown in TH55, and not Morris Dailey Auditorium
as in the past. The comedy involves the crew of a badly damaged sub who tries to outfit her for war. The senior class sponsors the flicker as a part of their activity program to raise cash
for a gift to the college when they leave. This year’s class will
donate toward the Student Union statue building program.

Cf. 1RT

Friday, net. 26. 1062

Attends Meeting

To Study

imetitoQ. (.0:Mot :ii,viety ailit

Stanford Graduate School of Business, is conducted primarily for
the benefit of persons in the fields
of management and control.
Purpose of the seminar is to
broaden and develop the professional knowledge of people in organizations and to discuss the
eivr-changing aspects of the management field.
A series of discussions and talks
by recognized business esperts
and faculty trom colleges in the
Bay Area will be the order of the
day.

Dr. Halverson, beginning his
first year of teaching at San Jose
State, received his M.A. from Columbia Uniiersity and his Ph.D.
trom the University of London.

55 STORES & SERVICES

WELCOME

IMMO.

SAN JOSE STATE ALUMNI
From the Valley Fair Merchants

Bloom’s Shoe Store

Howard Peterson
Jay Vee Stores
Jenkel Jewelers
Joseph Magnin’s
Kathy Don
Kay Jewelers

Bob & Guys Fountain

Leeds

MALL LEVEL

.?y

Arvin’s Maternity Shop
C. H. Baker
Bank of America
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s Men

s

Story

Beauty Salons
The Fashion
Thom McAn
Valley Fair Bottle Shop
Valley Fair Cleaners
Valley Fair Market
Wally’s Karmelkorn
Webb’s Photo Supply
Webster’s Shoes

Branding Iron

Lerner Shops

Cable Car

Macy’s

Campi Music Shop

Meanings Coffee Cafe

Celebrity House

McWhorter -Young

CONCOURSE

Coast Radio

Mode O’Day

Beatrice Self Lamps

Don Ell’s Pastry Shop

Olen Mills Photo Studio

Catholic Supply Store

Grodins

Pay Less Drugs

Gem Shoe Repair

Guttman’s

Pine Cone Inn

Howard Peterson’s Orford Shnp

Harris

San Jose Paint & Wallpaper

Laurenfide Finance

Sea’s Candies

U. S. Post Office

Dr.

A Frank

Alan Hobert

Optomntr,s4

F. W. Woolworth Co.

Heide’s Natural Foods

Sommer & Kaufmann

U. S. Navy Recruiting Office

House of Fabrics

Stuart’s

Valley Fair Barber Shop
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Residence Hall
Plans Scholarships
Sekeral scholarships tor Mar /-.harn Hall residents may be in the
offing if a scholarship committee
proposal to Hall Council is acted
upon.
’the committee’s proposal calls
for $40 scholarships to Markham
OPA a ,r
%kith
14,111.1erits
5 or
better
iirsi,ale
Alternate si,gg;est
Issdss,
pay inert! fur the schotai
1.11411.111t,.
t roplites. or err- ,
t:f,cates, or a permanent deism
plaque lit.t itig ’Markham’s scholars

MUN Advisory Post
A ccepte y aquist
Pres, John T. Wahlquist has accepted a position on the first
Ads ism’s. Board of the Model United Nations ’MUNI of the Pacific
West. MUN Secretary General
Sam Obregon announced yesterthq
Presalort Watilquist’s main delta-, rai tile Alit IN41’y Board N111
be to asset the S1UN in matters
peliallittir to the SJS campus slut mg the planning for the 13th Annual Simulated United Nations

Session, to he held here April
124-27. More than 100 colleges and
1200 delegates from 13 western
states will attend the session.
Other members of the newly
formed Advisory Board are Robert Welch, mayor of Sun Jose.
W. II Quale, assistant cashier at
Second and San Carlos Streets
branch of the Bunk of America,
Joel Fish er, attortiey-at-law,
Berkeley; and Edward F Daleske
assistant director, Palo Alto Medical Research Foundation.

Medical Aid to 27,E00

Health Service Sees 2nd Year
In Ultra-Modern Clinic on Ninth
.t 5’, I’. HOYT and TIM BARR
(Editor’s note: This Is the
fourth and last article in a
weekly series eonverning student-eentered enterprises on the
San Jose State eannius.1
Tito Stule.ii
which caterdents. fs. ss,
ploy.ses
secon,1 inniver,,i1;\ in.
,
building, ha% it.
October, 190
The depart.’ i II!m
115
f isee-Sory huikling It,
older.
(Tempest quarters in Tower Hall.
A corps of 111
It nth’ anti eight
staff the ul.;
part-time
itt-mode-rn
s
si clinic facility. A teas. i .
irses. technicians and sie.;
peseatnel keep
the center running efficiently.
The Student Health Service
functions on both an appointment
and non -appointment basis from
7:10 a.m. to 4:20 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

Thomas Gray, director of the Center. All students carrying 6t-2
health service. Now our staff ro- units or more are covered under
tates every half-day. Half take the free-shot plan.
appointments and half take paAsked if the health service
tients on a come-in basis."
had ever had very unusual cases.
Dr. Gray explained this proce- Dr. Gray said, ’’To us, the unlitre enables each physician to be usual is usual." He compared the
available on an appointment basis college to a community of 17.000
sometime during each day.
’San Jose State students are II.,
Free shots and immunizations difteront than any other group
:ire given each Friday at the
nealth service for tetanus, typht tni. smallpox and diphtheria.
!.sa
immunizations cost 50
fee should be paid at
-’it Affairs Business Of:
before the student
EUGENE. Ore. i ’Flt
St it conies tor his flu vaccine. He will , dents at the University of Orebe given the serum when he pre- ’ gon want more attention free,
sents his receipt from the business state legislator’s. And they idol
office. This semester, a new rec- to get it the way any other spelt;
ord for shots has been set. Dr. interest doesby lobbying.
(lray said a record 350 had filed
Representatives of the school -through the center in one day.
senate--an all-student bodyhat.;
FREE-SHOT PLAN
made plans for extensive lobbying
"Ordinarily we don’t run that at the 1963 session of the Oregon
high." stated Dr. Gray. In addi- Legislature in Salem.
PROMPT ATTENTION
The University of Oregon Sention to the nominal charge for the
"We started telt is’ a
rIVO fie serum, students under 21 must ate, with the cooperation of other
by using appointments, but the pre -tent a written statement from state-supported schools, plans to
typical college illness needs at - I either ri parent or guardian. Forms send four representatives to the
tendon promptly." stated Dr. may he picked up at the Health state assembly.

Special UN Stamps Faculty Senate Conflict:
Due at Festival
’:,’_.

is .s:1,!e ssisPrZi:Is’enigt(t,dsgNrastk:sa,’
able in San Jose through the
Model United Nations at tomorrow’s festival. Santa Clara County
Fain:rounds.
The first is the Dag Hammarskjold Commemorative stamp;
the second, U.N. Operation in the
Congo special issue.
The I’ N. Opci’atiuti in the Congo
stamp is a tribute to the U.N.’s
effort to respenise to appeal ot
the gewertunent to assi,t It restoring law arid order in the
Congo. Dag flammarskjold Cummernorative stamp needs little explanation; it honors the world
statesman who lost his life In a
plane crash, while holding the position as Secretary -General of the
United Nations.

Advisory vs. Power Status
Of Colleges’ Professors
By DR(’ (HALLBERG
your. 0).111101.
ih

Whitt
1..11,V111

MG" I.V:1.1112r senate plan A !united numuer ol p:otcssors
arid administrators isi UR’ S!111
Jose State eiAMPLIN Were posed
with this query following last
week’s faculty discussion on the
senate with Dr. Jordan Churchill,
member of the Phase 11 committee.
Geared toward an advisory body
serving the Chancellor and the
ti.Itt.-Ve

Board of Tru,te-es. It), senate it nt. "I haven’t I.
would deal with problems whist; i.!.
t.,1 t11,,C4S,et.i ’I
eitticersi all the state colleges.
In the spring uf Bus year, Chase vs till ventured a
cello! Glenn S. Oarlike appointed policies ot a map., .-,,
11"
rt
air Phase I eumnuttee to delve I group.
statea
POLIR
tor
plan
structural
a
foto
ISlAitist,
’Faculty particrpati,a, Si policy
cu It, group.
making
is
highly
JILl REPORT
desiralse. stales
1 Phase I committee, consisting of Dean Stanley C. Benz. dean V
facstudents at SJS. The Chancellor’s
three college presidents, three
ulty chairmen (including Alden office would welcome
off
Smith, associate professor of , the state college matte: speech at SJSi and representatives; but he feels the sena’, co
../..,
from the Chancellor’s office, pre- ate only on an
Deall 111 11/
sented its report to the Boar cl ot
Trustees tor consideration Lind tCsitititt ittli ill -It, It
V1’01.1p slnt,utnl
u, 111.1.
modification in July.
11
iit’..11,14
During its research perksl, Bat
Phase 1 committee fared tie- 111- (../iie,’.( 1411. 1 itul’IL
I,
In C./i111.:aS1
1(.111111a of function. Sit uultl1.1 1t prI.
I,
.’h
posed state-wide group operate on \ a S that ti hr.
f
an advisory or delegated-power sistant pis sessor
osiss.
Clark would prefer a -lte
basis?
After weighing the pros and ganizat ion to have tairS., pressrih,?,1
eons of the situation, the resulting powers. He suggested that
proposal centered on "a state-wide lion of powers would Ist the icsult
of a comprornke
faculty consultative body."
n th.
The committee felt that an ad -1 Chancellor’s ofticr, and it,. taeuily
e sory group would be more prac- group.
As it now stands, the set, to ;Ilan
tival to initiate through the Board
;4 Trustees than would a prolos:11 rev,r1k-es 1,11 anMR is ’vs ,
1)1
based on elements of defined pow- Clark p11.1/1,St’S it IVOI...:1112/, oo,
itt 1.1I1.11
tlit.
er.
Acting on the "consultative: group.
lie believe.: that such I MIA/.
body" set-up, the Phase 11 committee has continued with the Pro- could be aceormdished
tor,
gram and has sketched a constitu- inL: the chancellor and
ol
Trustees study. atol
tional plan for the organization.
121 iitirrig the t..tillyIn
at, chancellor-appointed re esi- 1.,,is,
tur11. declare the
Jents.
The committee has designated and ,31
out ii.
attober as a month for &littera-I to
Drawing fr,
ton of the proposal within the inapproaches, Dr. Fr; I
dividual state college faculties.
Questionnaires have been dis- head of the SJS f
,P.Ight
tributed to each faculty member’ Department, tir -I
go
and Phase II members are travel- that the senat
- ing to assigned campuses to dis- through as If to,
cuss the plan’s constitutional fossi- velop its 1,
If: \\",
1 !alit ies.
I Selected quizzing around the
SJS campus produced varied reaction, ranging from the clipped
"No comment," through the hedg- eh efts

ADVERTISING MAJOR HONORED i

ils

Oregon Students
Lobby at Capitol

RECEIVES SCHOLARSHIPDavid Nusbaum, (left), SJS advertising major from Schaller, la., receives a $200 Advertising Club
scholarship check from President Sal Milian (right) as Associate
Professor Charles Marshall (center) looks on. Nusbaum was guest
of honor at Monday’s joint meeting of the San Jose Advertising

Club and Public Relations Joint Roundtable at the DeAnza Hotel.
NEW CARS
Californians regularly buy
more new cars than the residents of any other state while
New Yorkers are in second
place.

LARGEST PRINTER
The world’s largest printer is
the U.S. Government Printing
Office in Washington, which operates 160 presses on 321s acres
of floor space.

TO FINISH...
You

T’aAl if’s hard to
food at the

ARIAN CAFETERIA

Residence Hall
Plans Scholarships

Advisory Post .Special UN Stamps
1Due at Festival
Accepted by Wahlquist

Smeral scholarships tor il.i.;:Pres. John T. Wahlquist has ac- ’Session, to be held here April
ham Hall residents may be in the cepted a
position on the first 24-27. More than 100 colleges and
offing if a scholarship committee
*2(X) delegates from 1:t western
.kittisory Board of the Model Unit proposal to Hall Council is acted
states will attend the session.
Nations
MUN;
of
the
Pacific
upon.
Other members of the newly
The committee’s proposal calls West. MUN Secretary General formed Advisory Board are RobIi’ $40 scholarships to Nlarkhain Sarti lthret/Aln artrtUttlIrell yester- ert Welch, mayor of Sun Jose.
residents ;nab GPA’S ot .15 of
W. If Quirk., assistant vashier at
Lc( ter
Wahlyinst’s Main do- ’Second alai San Carlos Streets
11 the Ain isory Board %kill branch or the Bunk of AllItarICa.
Alterna te sug.gest son,
I.’ is ii e
; assist the ;VIL’N in matte’s Joel
payment tor the setiolar’s
attorney -at -law,
; "long to the SJS campts dui- Berkeley; and Edward E. Daleske,
special phonies. trophies. i
I ificates, ur a permanent
planning for the 13th An- , assistant director. Palo Alto Mediplaque listing Markham’s svi
Simulated United Nations cal Research Foundation.

Medical Aid to 27,500

The special United Nations Day
L,tale stamps are going to be as
in San Jose through the
Model United Nations at tomorrow’s festival, Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds.
The fiit is the Dag Hammarskjold Commemorative stamp:
the second. U.N. Operation in the
Congo special issue.
The U.N. Operation In the
pmuts,’tuC
is a tribute to the tettort ut response to appeal o;
the gut eminent to assist in restoring law and order in the
Cungu. Dag fiummarskjuld Commemorative stamp needs little explanation; it honors the world
statesman who lost his life in a
plane crash, while holding the position as Secretary -General of the
United Nations.

Health Service Sees 2nd Year
In Ultra-Modern Clinic on Ninth

Advisory vs. Power Status
Of Colleges’ Professors
Board of Trustee-, the senate
Its DRI’ UHALLISEID:
What is .> our OplI111,14 oil till’ would deal vvith problems %Melt
id the proi,o,ea concern all the state colleges.
,cot
)ear. (’hat’
In the spring of
,..1.,1,--%%itte faculty senate plan?
osiht
S. DUnike appointed
A Itlilltett manlier 01 piutessorv
comm it tee to del
the Plot’ sStill
tilt.
i:11
and
tutu a structural plan tor a stateJittte State Cialltplai asicpt.thett
ete faculty group.
with this query tollowing last
JULY REPORT
week’s faculty discussion on the
Phase I committee, consisting id
senate with Dr. Jordan Churchill.
ItilVe college presidents, three La.member ot the Phase II committee.
ulty chairmen (including Alden
body
advisory
an
toward
Geared
if
professor
associate
I Smith,
serving the Chaneelliir and the
speech at SJS1 and representatives
from the Chancellor’s office, preo riled its report to the Boitid of
tees tot’ Con.htliellittiOrl and
modification in July.
During its research period. the
I ,alanittee fatsed the dil-’lia
letIlfrItt14 !unction. Should the prio
lx.sed state-wide group operate on
im advisory or delegated-power
basis?
After weighing the pros and
eons of the situation, the iesulting
proposal centered on "a state-wide
faculty consultative body."
The committee felt that an advisory group would fie more mactical to initiate through the Board
_

ADVERTISING MAJOR HONORED

11101T and TINI BARR Thomas Gray, director of the Center. All students carrying 61,
health service. "Ni’ our staff ro- units or more are covered under
tates every half-day. Half take the free-shot plan.
appointments and half take paAsked if the health service
tients on a come-in basis."
had ever had very unusual cases.
Dr. Gray explained this proce- Dr. Gray said. -To its, the unThe Student Health Service, dure enables each physician to be usual is usual." He compared the
which caters to 27.500 &IS stu- a\ .tilable on an appointment basis college to a community of 17.000
dents, faculty members and em- sometime during each day.
"San Jose State students are no
ployees yearly, is celebrating its
Free shots and immuniza
second anniversary in its new are given each Friday at
building, having mmed there in health service for tetanus,
( :et ober 1000.
phoitt smallpox and diphtl
(Editor’s note: This is the
fourth and last artlele in a
weekly series concerning student-centered enterprises on the
San Jose State eampus.)
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The department moved to its Influenza immunizations cos
five-.;toiy building from older, cents. The fee should be pa
ciiimped quarters in ’I- ’stir
the Student Affairs Busines1
A corps of 10 full-time ;aid right rice, TH16, before the sti
part-time physicians staft the ul- monies for his flu vaccine. Ff(
tra -modern out -patient clinic fa- be given the serum when he
cility. A team of ;25 nurses, tech- sents his receipt from the bus
nicians and del ical personnel keep office. This semester, a new
orci for shots has been set
the center running efficiently,
The Student Health Service r;ray said a record 350 had
functions on both an appointment through the center in one la
and non-appointment basis from
7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
PROMPT ATTENTION
"We started out two years ago
hy using appointments. nit the
typical college illness needs attention
promptly."
stated
Dr.

FREE-SHOT PLAN
-Ordinarily we don’t run
high." stated Dr. Gray. In
’ion to the nominal charge fo
Ito serum, students under 21
. present a written statement
!either a parent or guardian. F
may be picked up at the H
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Residence Hall
Plans Scholarships
Several scholarships for Markham Hall residents may be in the
offing if a scholarship committee
proposal to Hall Council is acted
upon.
The committee’s proposal calls
for $41.1 lich.larships to Nhirkhain
residentsa itli01bet ter
i:
.
Alternde
hooks.
!:,
Pa) Uteri!
or cerspecial plitqlstificates. or a lielm.them dorm
pewee listen! Markham ’s seta dars

Special UN Stamps Faculty Senate Conflict:
Due at Festival

MUN Advisory Post
Accepted by Wahlquist
Pres,. John T. Wahlquist has accepted a position on the first
ache:01y Board of the Moshe Unit rid Nations .MUN) of the Pacific
\Vest. MUN Secretary General
Sat
itrieron annutineed yesterPieWent Wahlteast’s main du’
ties on the Advisory Board a Ii
I be to asset the MUN in matters
:pertaining, to the SJS campus during the planning for the 13th Annual Simulated United Nations

, Session, to be held here April
124-27. More than 100 colleges and
MO delegates from 13 western
states will attend the session.
Other members of the newly
:formed Advisory Board are Robert Welch, mayor of San Jose.
W. 11 Quale, assistant cashier at
Second and San Carlos Streets
brunch of the Bunk id AllIelied
Joel Fisher. atterney-at-law,
Berkeley; and Edward E. Daleske.
assistant director. Palo Alto MediI cal Research Foundation.

Medical Aid to 27,500

The special United Nations Day
..sue stamps are going to be ualla lee in San Jose through the
Model United Nations at tumor ’au Is festival, Santa Clara Count%
F’airgroonds.
The first is the Dag Ham marskjold Commemorative stamp.
the second, U N. Operation in the
Congo special issue.
The U.N. Operation in the Congo
stamp is a tribute to the U.N ’s
effort in response to appeal ut
the goserianent to assist in restoring law and order in the
I onga. Dag Hammurskjold Cummemorati%e stamp needs little explanation; it honors the world
statesman who lost his life In a
plane crash, while holding the position as Secretary-General of the
lnited Nations.

Health Service Sees 2nd Year
In Ultra-Modern Clinic on Ninth
B., .1 NN.
OM I aid ltM BURR
,,Iit"r’s not,: This is the
fourth and last article in a
weekly series concerning student-eentered enterprises on the
San
state eannws.>
The Student fkaith .’f,!\
which caters to 2T. it’
e7-dents, faculty member,
1,10yees yearly
is eeleltru,,;ig
second anniversary in its la,
Wilding, having moved there in
Oetidier, 1060.
The department moved hi its
f ive-Aory buildtng from older.
clamped quarters in Tower Ilall.
A corps of 10 full-time and eight
part-time physicians staff the
tra-modern out -patient clinic facility. A team of 25 nurses, technicians and dee ical personnel keep
the center running efficiently.
The Student Health Service
functions on both an appointment
and non-appointment basis from
a.m. to 4.:I0 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
PROMPT ATTENTION
We started out two years
by using appointments, hot
typical college illness needs
tention promptly." stated

ago
the
at Dr.

Thomas tiray. director of the
health service. "Now ow. staff rotates every half-day. Half take
appointments and half take patients on a come-in basis."

Advisory vs. Power Status
Of Colleges’ Professors

HALLBERG
13)
the
What is y
pivsei it st I ma lire at flit. iaoposed
state4side tacully senate plan A limited numuer
and administiators tai the Sidi
pused
Vivre
Jose State
following last
with tins
week’s locally discussion on the
senate with Dr. Jordan Churchill.
member of the Phase 11 conunittee.
Geared toward an advisory body
thi ChatweIliir and the

ADVERTISING MAJOR HONORED

Center. All students carrying 6I2
units or more are covered under
the free-shot plan.

Asked if the health service
I had ever had very unusual cases,
Dr. Gray explained this proce- Dr. Gray said. "To us, the undure enables each physician to be usual is usual." He compared the
trailable on an appointment basis college to a community of 17.000.
s.inietime during each day.
,"San Jose State students are no
Free shots and immunize
are given each Friday at
health service for tetanus,
plural, smallpox and diphtl
Influenza immunizations COIF
cents. The fee should be pa
the Student Aftairs Businest
lice, TH16, before the stt
comes fur his flit vaccine. He
be given the serum when he
sents his receipt from the bus
By MARGIE YAMAMOTO
office. This semester, a new
19-8 record. He coached the only
When he was at Stanford, he
ord for shots has been set.
unbeaten, untied team in the hiswas selected as the first All-AmerGray said a record 350 had
tory of the college.
ican from Stanford in 1922. A
through the center in one da
At the age of 62, he can look
scholar as well as an athlete, he
FREE-SHOT PLAN
back on a career as scholar, athalso was a Phi Beta Kappa gradulete, coach, teacher, lecturer and
"Ordinarily we don’t run
ate and a Rhodes Scholar candiwriter. Last year, he was honored
date. His M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
high." stated Dr. Gray. In
by being named to, the Helms
,ion to the nominal charge In
also were earned at Stanford.
Football Coaches Hall of Fame.
p!, serum, students under 21
When he was at San Jose State,
To his many friends, more than
:present a written statement
his football teams compiled a 59[either a parent or guardian. F
’may he picked up at the H

Board ut Trustees, the senate
I would deal with problems %haat
concern all the state colleges.
In the spring at this year, Chait
’I lot Glenii S. builike appointed
e I ornianittee to itelie
lielot., a structioal plan tor a statewide taculi. 51 tltilt
AAA REPORT
Phase I commit tee, consisting of
three college presidents, three faculty chairmen (including Alden
Smith. associate professor of
speech at SJS1 and representatives
from the Chancellor’s office, pre, uteri its repel to the Boat d at
.Ii ustees for consideration oral
modification in July.
During its research period. the
Phase 1 committee faced thi, dilemma of function. Should the pi
taxer(’ state-wide group operate in
an advisory or delegated -power
basis?
After weighing the pros and
cons of the situation, the tesulting
proposal centered on "a state-wide
fa-ulty consultative body."
The committee felt that an advisory group would be more practical to initiate through the Board
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n Old Friend Returns to Si!

voted loyalty shown I.t me
many of my former players
students and the wonderful si
faction of seeing so many nf
successfully carrying t,n theirs
careers.
"I cannot help hut feel
participation in winning foot
during their collegiate career,
San Jose State had much to
with this later success in t
chosen professions," he says.
Dr. DeGroot should know.
brought San Jose State out!
losing era to national rec86n1
as coach from 1932 to 1939.
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DUDLEY "DUD" DEGROOT
turned from Germany where he
1,000 of which are expected to
attend a reception and testimonial
served as recreational supervisof of
in his honor tomorrow, he’s none
sports for the United States Armed
ot her than Dr. Dudley "Dud"
Forces in Europe for nine years.
"I’m looking after my 86-yearDeGroot.
"Dud" will serve as Grand Marold mother, doing some writing, a
shal in the Homecoming parade
lot of reading and spending conthrough downtown San Jose tosiderable amount of time on my
morrow.
hobbies of ornithology and (trilogy
"He is one of the most outstand(study of birds and their eggst
and, of course, following sports as
ing personalities you could know,"
says Walt McPherson, men’s Physavidly if not actively -- as
always," he said.
ical Education Department head.
"He’s the most brilliant man I’ve
Dr. DeGroot recalls his final year
at SJS as "the year my old coach
ever run into, not only in sports,
but in any field."
Pop Warner (famed University of
California coach) came to San Jose
To Bob Bronzan, director of athas advisory coach."
letics, "Dud" "was probably one of
That was the year’ when "we
the most astute coaches in the
won 13 straight victories including
nation in the area of football. His
that 42-7 victory over Fresno State
teams and members of his teams
on Thanksgiving. And that after
have some records still holding."
they had taunted us for three years
Both men, along with Bob Titchthat we were afraid to play them!"
enal, present Spartan football
coach, were members of the colDr. DeGroot’s memory does not
lege’s only undefeated, untied team
fail him as he names some of the
coached by Dr. DeGront in 1939.
"many wonderful ’boys’ whom it
Dr. DeGroot calls this and the
was my privilege to coach and
teams of 1937 and 1938 the "three
teach."
Included in his list are Mcgreatest teams."
Pherson, Bronzan, Bob and Dave
"Each one scored more than
300 points, led the nation in scoring Titchenal, Si Simoni, Bud Huband compiled a record of something bard, Jack Wool, Roy Zimmerman,
like 36 victories in 40 games," he Manney Manoogian, Dee Shehtansaid.
ian, Luke Angilla, Gene Rochhi,
But Dr. DeGroot, affectionately
Herm Zetterquist, Les and Art
known as "Dud" to his many Carpenter, Bart Collins, /ferry
friends, did more than coach win- Hardiman, Lloyd ’Thomas, Bull
ning football at SJS.
Lewis, Dick Hubbel, the Drexel
"He was responsible for the tre- brothers, Hugo lioschetti, flat
mendous upsurge of athletics at
Buffa and Glenn Dubose.
the college," asserts McPherson.
These are "just a few that come
Before "Dud" came to SJS, the to mind, hut it does not include
college was still playing football many dozens more who made my
with high school and junior col- eight years at San JOS(’ one of the
leges. Named as director of phys- most interesting and enjoyable peical education and athletics at SJS riods of my life," Dr. DeGroot
in 1932. Dr. DeGroot soon changed stated.
all this and, at the same time,
Although Dr. DeGront has deinstituted night games.
rived many satisfactions f rom
Now in semi -retirement in El sports, "The greatest satisfaction
Cajon, Dr. DeGroot recently re- to me personally has been the de-
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Residence Hall
Plans Scholarships
Several scholarships tor i5lal
ham Hall residents may be in the
offing if a scholarship committee
proposal to Hall Council is acted
upon.
The committee’s proposal calls
i $40 arnolarships to Markham
GPA s of 3 5 or
aitli
ItildellIS
bet ter
Alternate suggestains int I Itie
4,,
payment tor the SCIlthhal ’s
SIAClal

plaques.

Ibpilirs.

or a permania
plaque listing Nlarkhari
til,eatft.
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,Spectal UN Stamps

MUN Advisory Post
A
Accepted by Wahlquist
Pros. John T. Wahlquist has accepted a position on the first
Ad’. isory Board of the Model United Nations (MUNI of the Pacific
West, MUN Secretary General
Sam Obregun announced yester(tiy
President Widthwise.; main duties on the Advisury Board V. ill
be tie assist the MUN in matter-,
pot-taming to the SJS campie; during the planning for the 13th Annual Simulated United Nations

’,Due at Festival

Session, to he held here April
.24-27. More than 100 colleges and
1200 delegates from 13 western
states will attend the session.
Other members of the newly
formed Advisory Board are Robert Welch, mayor of San Jose,
W. 11 (joule, assistant cashier at
!Second and Sass %.tritaS Streets
branch of the Bank ul A111.1*Ied .
Joel Fisher. utturney-at-law,
Berkeley: and Edward E. Ltaleske,
assistant director, Palu Alto Medieat Research Foundation.

Medical Aid to 27,500

able in San Jose through the
Model United Nations at tomorroo ’s festival, Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds.
The first is the Dag liammarskjold Commemorative stamp:
the second, U N. Operation in the
Congo special issue.
The U
Operation in the Congo
stamp is a tribute to the U.N.’s
eltort in response to appeal ut
the goertatient to assist in restoring law :aid order in the
Congo. Dag Hammarskjuld Commemorative stamp needs little explanation: it honors the world
statesman who lost his life in a
plane crash, while holding the position as Secretary -General of the
United Nations.

Health Service Sees 2nd Year
In Ultra-Modern Clinic on Ninth
JA NE 1101’T and TIM KARR
Editor’s notc: ’lids is the
fourth and last article in a
weekly series concerning student-centered enterprises on the
San Jose State campus.)
The Student Health Service,
which caters to 27,7,00 SJS students. faculty members and ernploy:4 yearly,
eeleltratIng its
second annivers.iry Ill it
new
building. having moved there tn
("adober. 1960.
The department moved to its
ive-,:tory
clamped quarters in Tower Hall.
A corps of 10 full-time and eight
part-time physicians staff the ultra -modern out -patient clinic fa Hay. A team of 25 nurses, technicians and clerical personnel keep
the center running efficiently.
The Student Health Service
functions on both an appointment
and non -appointment basis tram
7:10 a.m. to 413C; p.m., Mond,i5
through Friday.
PROMPT ATTENTION
-We started out two years
by using appointments, hut
typical college illness needs
tention promptly." stated

ago
the
atDr.

Faculty Senate Conflict:

Ad visory vs. Power Status
H eges’ Professors
o
Of

it’,
( II 1,1.11.131:1Cli
Vs. t...t
on the
1...1t/i.KWIII
stw.’ e
presento
$IL.A1V-V. itie faculty senate plan"
on-stairs
A ’united tiumoer
GIL the San
alLti
Jobe State CallIplai acre posed
with this query following, last
week’s faculty discussion on the
senate with Dr. Jordan Churchill,
member of the Phase II committee.
Geared toward an advisory body
.er, ma the( hancellor and the

ADVERTISING MAJOR HONORED

Thomas Gray, director of the I Center. All students carrying 61,
health service. -Now our staff ro- units or more are covered tinder
tates every half-day. Half take the free-shot plan.
appointments arid half take paAsked if the health service
tients on a come-in basis."
had ever had very unusual eases.
Dr. Gray explained this proce- Dr. Gray said. "To us. the undure enables each physician to be usual is usual." He compared the
available on an appointment basis college to a community of 17.000
sometime during each day.
."San Jose State students are no
Free shots and immunize
are given each Friday at
health service for tetanus,
phoid. smallpox and diphtl
Influenza immunizations cue
cents. The fee should be pa
the Student Aftairs Businesi
lice, T1116, betore the sit
Comes for his flu vaccine. He
be given the serum when he
sents his receipt from the bus
office. This semester, a new
it’d for shots has been set.
Gray said a record 350 had
through the center in one da

7
Boma’ of Tiustees, the senate WV, 111 I
would deal with problems which bItturit 01’
taut ihlsl’USsn’I
coneern all the state colleges.
In the spring uf this year, Chan- , who vent tire( I
veil.’ Glenn S. Dunike appointed Will:lei oh a III
the Ptuthe 1 committee to del5e gruup.
lintu a structural plan tor is Stale"Faculty
wide faculty group.
making is highly ;testi.
d t 1.1( REPORT
Phase I committee, consisting of Dean Stanley C
, three college presidents, three lac- students ;it SJS. The ,
ulty chairmen (including Alden office would welisa,
I Smith, associate professor of the state college
speech at &1St and representatives but he feels the sen.:
from the Chancellor’s Office, Pit -lift only on an afiVist, .
Dc-all Benz empliasi.
sented its report to the Boaid ot
Trustees for consideration laud resentation in suet. .
group should include
modification in July.
During its research period. the stunt’ peopir
Phase 1 committee faced the iti- college tunitioain,,.
In contrast to the ,1, -sin’s 5iew
lemma of function. Should the poipitted state-wide group operate on was that of Dr. James Clark. Ir.
an advisory or delegated -power sistant professor of English, pr.
Clark would prefer a senate ro
basis?
After weighing the pros and ganization to have fairly prescribe,’
cons of the situation, the tesulting powers. He suggested that delega
vroposal centered on "a state-wide lion of powers would be the result
of a compromise 1317-11.1,e0 the
!::iillty consultative body."
The committee felt that an ad- Chancelloi’s office and OW tntilly
group.
viSI/I’y group would be more piac’,. il to initiate through the Board ’ As it now stands, the setror Ain

The Music Men of SJS

BY BOB PACINI
The gridiron is no longer the
private domain of football teams.
A new kind of "team" is currently
displaying teamwork on the field.
Making itself as much a part of
college football as the football team
itself, cheerleaders and rooting sections is the marching band.
Perhaps the title "marching
band" is a little bit outdated, for
the modern marching hand does
quite a lot more than just march.
It executes intricate patterns and
formations, it sings, and it plays
everything from Sousa marches to
classics and current show tunes.
Going through such paces at this
year’s Homecoming football game
t ---ilr
"’irk(

FREE-SHOT PLAN
-Ordinarily we don’t run
high." stated Dr. Gray. In
’ion to the nominal charge to
fti serum, students under 21
, pre:ent a written statement
I either a parent or guardian. F
may be picked up at the H

THE BAND AIDES

Hundreds of man-hours are required to learn a new march
routine.
An addition to the SJS band this
semester are the Band Aides, jazz
specialty dancers. Composed of 15
cute coeds, they dance and prance
to the beat of the band music during half-time activities at football
games.
"LUCKY 13"
Last year at Homecoming the
"Lucky 13" made an appearance
with the band. It was this same
group, which later split up, that
gave Karen Snyder and Karen McKinney. original members, the idea
for a more permanent dance group
Ilr"
i

FROM
TA T

Story & King
Roads

dances and modern
Each of the mer,’as nicer,
one unit a semester
reheat
daily and often on S
a couple of hours
TEAM (- t.
The two Karrnof the team, say that iv, expaii7.
is necessary to join the Band A..i
but "just willingness to trail:,
hard."
They’ hope that th.
enlarge after this yea :,
Other members of the
Ruth Hamilton, Arleen Wit.K.
Judy Newton, Rinky Ran,
Sharon Smith, May Ann
Cindy Lebeck. Car It,I5
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strafe similar marching techniques tcrnorrot
Homecoming.

STEP LIVELYThe SJS Marching Band executes
a complex marching maneuver during half time
at a recent football game. The band will demon and playing a major role in it,
will be SJS’s own Marching Band
under the direction of Roger
Muzz y, associate professor of
music.
NEW TREND
Precision hand marching is a
relatively new trend. During the
1920s hands usually remained in
the stands and played marches.
It was not until the ’50s that
precision marching and formation,
became vogues.
With the new type of marchine,
bands had to look for a wider
range of music and gradually expanded their marching repertoire
to include music from classical
composers to pop tune writers.
Marching formations are usually
first worked out on paper and ;it
many schools, including SJS, are
studied further with toy soldiers on
a scale model of a football field
FORMATIONS
All too often, a formation that
may look perfect on paper is entirely something else on the field.
Another problem a marching
hand must fare is learning new
material for each appearance. Unlike a football team that can rely
tin rertain routines earn game, the
band must learn new "plays" for
each game, including both formations and musk’.

Out of the original 13, five remained to form the nucleus of the
permanent group.
The entire group has representatives from each of the four ;lasses.
The Band Aides. dressed in
snappy silver and black dance outfits, perform a variety of theatrical

Lit
1110mquist, Jan 1),ike
Chu
Grant, Diane Kennurty and
lene Hiatt.
della
Student Council, :ter
ing two weeks, ’II ,ated
for the band to Ince! to TemPl
Ariz., for the SJS-Ariaina Ftat’
football game Iiist weekend.

For the sharpest in mei,
fashions and accessorie
rar

611
52 South First Street

7 eMUN Advisory Post
Residence Hall
Plans Scholarships Accepted by Wahlquist
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Several scholarships mr Nla,
ham Hall residents may be in the
offing if a scholarship committee
Proposal to Hall Council is acted
upon.
The committee’s proposal calls
for 540 scholarships to Markham
1’e:11dt:tits v% ’tit (.2 PA s itt .; 5 or
bet tere
’.arrisite
it

imitate
aar’s books.
.es, or cer, ,hetit dorm
- sliolars.

Pres. John T. NVahlquist has ac- ’Session, to be held here April
a position on the first 124-27. More than WO colleges and
E.I00 delegates from 13 western
Athistiry Board of the Model Unitstates will attend the session.
ed Nations (WIN; of the Pacific
Other members of the newly
West. MUN Secretary General
formed Advisory Board are RobSairi Dbrey,on announced yester- ert Welch. mayor of San Jose.
day
W. If Quote, assistant cashier’ at
President Wahlyslist’s main du- Second and San Carlos Streets
ties on the Ail% isory Board (Ala brunch or the Bunk ot America.
he to assist the
shi e r,
attorriey-at-Loi. ,
matte’s
pertaining to the SJS campus dui - Berkeley; and Edward E. Daleske,
ing the planning for the 1:ith An- assistant director, Palo Alto Medinual -.-adated United Nations cal Research Foundation.
cepted

Medical Aid to 27,500

Health Service Sees 2nd Year
In Ultra-Modern Clinic on Ninth

Special UN Stamps Faculty Senate Conflict:
Due at Festival
The special United ’‘-atiorts Day
’sue stamps are going to be available in San Jose through the
Model United Nations at tomorrow’s festival, Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds.
The first is the Dag Hammarskjold Commemorative stamp;
the second, U.N. Operation in the
Congo special issue.
The U N. Operation in the Congo
stamp is a tribute to the U.N.’s
effiwt in response to appeal ut
the gcAertillient to as, tit iii restoring law and order in the
Congo, Dag Hammurskjold Commemorative stamp needs little explanation; it honors the world
statesman who lost his life in a
plane crash, while holding the position as Secretary-General of the
United Nations,

Advisory vs. Power Status
Of Colleges’ Professors

Board of Trustees, the senate jug if "I 1
By MU CHALLBERti
.
sate,
What is your opinion on the %%.,utd deal with problems alit, 1,
wit th:,11,,.1
present stistelare ol the proposea eiineern all the state colleges.
In the spring ot Bus year. Chan- who ventured a
state-aide faculty’ senate plan"
Glynn S. Dunike appointed policies sit a prop,....
A Malted itutnl.,ei ol partessor, eellia
the Phase 1 committee to delve , group.
and administrators on the :,t11
P01.11
a btructural plan tor a state-1
Jose State campus acre int,>ed into
"Faculty pa, ,.
aide lisculty group.
with this query toilowing
making is highly
JULY REPORT
week’s fiscally discussion on the
Phase I committee, consisting a Dean Stanley C her/
senate with Dr. Jordan Churchill.
three college presidents, three lac- students at 5.1S 3
member of the Phase II committee.
chairmen (including Alden office would tat
Geared toward an advisory body ulty
of
professor
associate
Smith.
serving the Chancellor and the
speech at SJSI and representatives
from the Chancellor’s office, pre- ;lie ttiv ii :ill :,1...Dean
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.
fur consideration and
11,:lees
,ditieution in July.
,I.11 !fig its research period. the sional
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111:0,1:
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lemma of function. Should the jai.posed state-wide group operate on %% as that of la.
wporuoflicitssli
an advisory or delegated -power Is

ADVERTISING MAJOR HONORED

JANE 1101T and TIM BARR Thomas Gray, director of the Center. All students carrying 612
health service. "Now our staff ro- units or more are covered under
tates every half-day. Half take the free-shot plan.
alpointments and half take paAsked if the health service
tients on a come-in basis."
had ever had very unusual cases.
Dr. Gray explained this proce- Dr. Gray said, "To us, the unThe Student Health Service, dure enables each physician to be usual is usual." He compared the
which caters to 27.506 5.1.5 stu- available on an appointment basis college to a community of 17,001
dents, faculty members and em- sometime during each day.
,"San Jose State students are no
ployees yearly, is celebrating itA
Free shots and immunize
second anniversary in its new are given each Friday at
building, having moved there in health service for tetanus,
Detober, 1960.
phoid, smallpox and diphti
111

’basis?
After weighing the pros and
COM of the situation, the resulting
proposal centered on "a state-wide
faculty consultative body."
The committee felt that an advisory group would be more pracheal to initiate through the Board

(Editor’s note: This is the
fourth and last article in a
weekly series concerning student -centered enterprises on the
San Jose State campus.:

The department Moved to its Influenza immunizations cos
bUild!ng from older. cents. The fee should be pa
,!!1,ed quarters in Tower Hall. the Student Altairs Business
A .,rtJs of 10 hull -little
e a nd eight lice, mie. before the sti
pc ’-’itne physicians staff the ul- comes for his flu vaccine. He
i, lrn
e
out -patient clinic fa- be given the serum when he
t, am of 25 nurses. bah- sents his receipt from the bus
cleiical personnel keep office. This semester, a new
turd for shots has been set.
the
running efficiently.
Service (II -ay said a record 350 had
The Student Health
functions on both an appointment through the center in one da
non -appointment basis from
a.m. to 4:741 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

and

PROMPT ATTENTION
"We started tilt twit year,: ago
by using appointments, Nat the
typical college illness needs atstated
Dr.
tention
promptly."
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Residence Hall
Plans Scholarships
Several scholarships for Markham Hall residents may be in the
offing if a scholarship committee
liceasisal to Hall Council isaeted
Upon.
’The committee’s proposal calls
I. r $40 scholarships to Shirt lfon
t.ol
Residents with (jPA s iit ;
teet ter
Alterriate
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NUMyrosivdA
Post
Accepted by Wahlquist
Pres. John T. Wahlquist has aceepted a position on the first
Ad . isory. Board of the Model Unit ed Nations MI-TNI of the Pacific
West. MUN Secretary General
Sam iineyon announced yesterPiesaletit Wablquist’s Inain duoti the Adi.ury Huard will
be to asse,t the 1%11..!N in matte’s
to the SJS campus
. the planning for the 13th AnSimulated United Nations

iSession, to be held here April
, 24-27. More than 1()0 colleges and
12(10 delegates from 1:t western
states will attend the session.
Other members of the newly
I formed Advisory Board are Robert Welch. mayor of Sun Jose:
W. If Quale, assistant cashier at
Second and San l’arlers Streets
branch of the Bunk 01 Anierwii
Joel
i st h r. attorney -at -lass.
Berkeley; anti Edward K Disleske,
assistant director, Palo Alto Medical Research Foundation.

Medical Aid to 27,500

Health Service Sees 2nd Year
In Ultra -Modern Clinic on Ninth
I r’st: 11101T and .1
11:11:14
Editor’s nob.: Thi is the
fourth and last article In a
weelsi) series einwerning stiident-centered enterprises on the
San Jose State campus.)
e’\ Ice.
The Student Health
ss hich caters to 27.7,00 SJS students, faculty members and employees yearly, is celebrating its
sevond annivers try in its new
building, haying moved there in
October. 1960.
The department movetl to its
five-;:tory building to.iii older,
eramped wielders in Tower I fall.
A corps af 10 full-time :mil eight
part-time physicians stall the al Ira -modern out -patient clinic fa eddy. A learn of 25 nurses, technicians and els.’ ical personnel keep
the center running efficiently.
The Student Health Service
functions on both an appointment
and non-appointment basis from
7::0 a.m. to 4:31’) p.m.. Monday
through Friday.
PROMPT .ATTENTION
-We started out to year.:
hy using appointments. hut
typical college illness needs
tent en promptly.- stated

aeo
the
at Dr.

Ii .5111155 1:ray, director of the , Center. All students carrying 612
health service. -Now ow’ staff ro- units or more are covered under
tates every half -day. Half take the free-shot plan.
appointments and half take paAsked if the health service
tients on a come-in basis."
had ever had very unusual cases,
Dr. Gray explained this proce- Dr. Gray said. "To us, the undure enables each physician to be usual is usual." He compared the
available on an appointment basis college to a community of 17,000.
sometime during each day.
"San Jose State students are no
Free shots and immuniza
are given each Friday at
health service for tetanus,
pitied, smallpox and diphtl
Influenza immunizations COE
Cents. The fee should be pa
the Student Allairs Business
lice. TII16. beiore the stt
comes for his flu vaccine. HE
be given the serum when he
sents his receipt from the bus
By TOM KENNEDY
office. This semester, a new
CECIL GEORGE, ’33, real estate
ord for shots has been set.
broker:
Gray said a record 350 had
"I played four years of varsity
through the renter in one da
basketball here. In my sophomore
year, with the Men’s Gym under
FREE-SHOT PLAN
construction, we played all our
-Ordinarily we don’t run
home games in the Women’s Gym.
high." stated Dr. Gray. In
That low ceiling created quite a
ion to the nominal charge fo
hazard for visiting teams. In fact,
flu serum, students under 21
we didn’t lose a game all year.
present a written statement
"The next year we dedicated the
either a parent or guardian. F
new gym with a resounding flop
may he picked up at the H
against the University of Nevada.
"Of course, SJS did not have
such a hustle-bustle atmosphere in
those days. This was a serene campus, with many trees and only
about 2,000 students.
"I always expected ’Dud’ DeGroot to be a college president
someday. He had everything
brains, speaking ability, personality and athletic prowess. San Jose
State was lucky to have him."
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Special UN Stamps Faculty Senate Conflict:
Due at Festival
able. in San Jose through the
Model United Nations at tomorrow’s festival. Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds.
; The first is the Dag Ham
I marskjold Commemorative stamp.
the second, U N. Operation in the
lCongo special issue.
The u N (nervation in the Congo
stamp is a tribute tie the Li N ’s
eflort in response to appeal ut
Die got...1’1011PM to aSsiSt in restoring law and order in the
Congo. Dag Hammaiskjold Commemorative stamp needs little explanation: it honors the world
statesman who lost his life In a
plane crash, while holding the position as Secretary-General of the
t ’nited Nations.

Advisory vs. Power Status
Of Colleges’ Professors
Board of Trustees, the senate ing of "I hut, .
would deal with problems which sitter at" Ur ii
IIISCUShed It
coneeni all the state colleges.
In the spring ut this sear, Chitti- is ht. 5erit Lired
es-Aka Glenn S. Dumise appointed
tIce’ Phase I CulitIllittee to deity ;21 tip.

By DM’ CHALLBERG
What is your opinion on the
preSel it St I uct ure of lice proposed
state-wide faculty senate plan"
A limited numiler ul p:ofessurs
atilt .1,11.1111,AI .ttut s Ull tile San
Julie Stale cailipus were posed
with this query following lust
week’s faculty discussion on the
senate with Dr. Jordan Churchill.
member ol the Phase 11 COMillit tee.
Geared toward an advisory body
serving the Chancellor and the

14)1.14

into a stalettlral plan tur a Stale -

group
JULY REPORT
Phase I committee, consisting of
three college presidents, three faculty chairmen (including Alden
Smith, associate professor of
speech at SJSt and representatives
from the Chancellor’s office, presented its report to the Boaid of
Trustees tier consideration and
modification in July.
During its research period, the
Phase I committee faced the dilemma of function. Should the proposed state-wide group operate on
an advisory or delegated -power
basis?
After weighing the pros and
eons of the situation, the resulting
proposal centered on "a state-wide
faculty consultative body."
The committee felt that an advisory group would be more pl’aCttcal to initiate through the Board
it

ADVERTISING MAJOR HONORED
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"Faculty 1.1111:11,,
making is highly dee:
Dean Stanley C. Eie
students at SJS.
office would welcome as-,
on
the state college matters I, slat
but he feels the senate
ate only on Lin ailvist,)
Dean Benz ernith;e.,/,,1
me’se’iitit itch lfl su,11
group should include all motesional people coneeiti,1 a ii
college 1 unitionirw.
In contrast to the
view
. was that of Dr. James Clark. assistant professor of English. La%
I Clark would prefer a senate or.
ganizat ion to have (Iii II? prescribed
powers. He suggested that
Bon of powers would tw tl.
of a compromise
Chancellot ’s office at,
As it now stands. tic

About SilS1
What Do You RememberQuestion
Alumni Answer a Nostalgic

EMERSON DOC ARENDS, ’48,
retail lumber dealer:
It was when our football team
beat San Diego State, 32-7 in Los
Angeles. The fog was so thick you
couldn’t see five feet. Tex Phillips,
our half-blind quarterback, completed an 87-yard pass to Herman
Knupper for the longest pass play
in the nation that year.
"They must have been the only
ones able to see in the fog, because ordinarily they would have
trouble gaining five yards.
"Another time our football team
ran into a blizzard outside Moscow, Idaho. The airport had to line
cars along the runway to provide
light so that our Flying Tiger
plane could land.
"I can still remember the student union at the corner of 4th
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and San Fernando Sts., where the
site of the new library wing is
now. The fountain downstairs was
our favorite gathering place.
"During those days I was ASB
president and my wife the former
Betty Patnoe, was editor of La
Torre. You might say it was a real
campus romance."
GERALD KETT5LANN, ’53, attorney:
"SJS taught me to be a student
and prepared me with an excellent
and well-rounded education for
subsequent graduate school and
business.
"At SJS, I formed many dear
and lasting friendships with faculty members and other students.
"Perhaps, most important of all,
thLs is where I met and courted my
devoted and intelligent wife, Nancy Riveroll Kettmann."
MRS. JAN IIAGERTV PISANO,
’47, housewife:
"Mostly I remember the friendliness. I knew many, many people,
both professors and students,
while attending SJS.
"This feeling of belonging was
so strong that you could walk into
practically any place on campus
and see people you knew.
"This is something I would hate
to see disappear from the college.
Some of it is still with us."
ALVIN ANDERSON, ’52, attorney:
"I was an accounting major
while attending San Jose State,
and I best recall the cost accounting classes conducted by Prof.
Jesse Reynolds.
"Another highlight of my college days was a musical drama
put on in the old music building.
The only accompaniment available
was a piano, but the performance
was very good."
GEORGE COAKLEY, ’53, stock
broker:
"I best remember some of the
antics at the last Spardi Gras in
1949. It seemed like there were
more water guns on campus that
year than everywhere else in the
country. We hosed down everyone
we could find, including city officials and police.
Some of the students attached
a fire hose to the hydrant outside
the Men’s Gym and slatted spraying people off the floats as they
went by. One fraternity float had
an outhouse on it. The fire hose
blew that off, too.
"A swimming pool booth sprang
a leak outside the gym and flooded
the lawn and sidewalk.
"Dick CFI:awl and Bob Osborne,
a couple tif enterprising undergrads, became the heroes of the
1951 snow slide by supplying the
Spartan Daily with exclusive
stories of a snow-hound ski train
near Lake Tahoe.
Another prankster, Ed Rei t et ,
lived in his ear on 11th Street for
two weeks after being expelled
from an apartment. calling it home
and ineiting friends over.
"Much eel the. same script remains, only now there are different characteis."

MRS. 1.015 SILVER BROWN.
’42, housewife:
"I mostly remember the tremendous rapport between faculty
and students, and the close friendships with a great many people at
the college. These friendships have
proven more lasting than those of
any other group for me.
"Our senior year was highlighted by Pearl Harbor, when we
lost most of our men to the war.
"Women were allowed to play
in the marching band in those
days, and I enjoyed the trips we
took throughout California."
EARL tiODDELL, ’33, high
school administrator:
"What I remember most about
SJS are the very characteristics
missing today: smallness, intimacy
and a hominess. There was no big
league athletic program. Sports,
while very worthwhile, simply received very little support in those
days.
"Since that time, an emphasis
on athletics and terrific growth in
the San Jose area have helped
make this a great college."
CV COGOINS, ’39, public Mations agent:
"I particularly remember the
hardest course I ever took at SJS,
accounting, because it was so far
removed from my major field of
study. Statistics also gave me
trouble, since I had very little
background in mathematics.
"One of the best courses I took
was principles of human relations.
It demonstrated possible communications failures within a business
organization, resulting in unclear
orders and uncompleted assignments.
"I wish the college would stick
to its old architectural style. While
I was at college there was talk
about tearing down Tower Hall,
which would be a terrible blow to
SJS. I don’t like any of this ’new’
trash’ architecture."
MRS. SUGAR MITsI’VOSIII
HIRARAVASIII, ’39, elementar
school teacher:
"The hominess and the old buildings have always remained in my
memory. It seems that there was
a more personal relationship between teacher and student in those
days. Of course, the student body
growth has eauseel much to do
with the change
"Then you mold find a seat anytime at the football games. Registration was not such a nightmare,
either."
ROBERT DOERR, ’37. city
councilman:
"rhe I a.nmera t le atmosphere
left the greatest impression on me.
You (amid walk Up and meet almost anyone on campus without
feeling on a lower social plane.
Many of my campus friendships
have lasted through the years. In
hut one of our college groups retently celebrated its 25th anniversary reunion.
"This is where I started in politics
as a memliet. of Student
Owned. Dr. Dwight Bentel was
fighting few intim funds to make
the campus newspaper a daily al

the time. Needless

,t he sue

"Student politic-:’
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tales every half-day. Half take the free-shot plan.
appointments and half take paAsked if the health service
tients on a come-in basis."
, had ever had very unusual cases.,
Dr. Gray explained this proce- Dr. Gray said. ’To us, the tinThe Student Health Seta tee, dure enables each physician to be usual is usual." He compared the
which caters to 27.500 SJS stu- available on an appointment basis college to a community of 17,000.
dents, faculty members and em- sometime during each day.
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7::I0 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
PROMPT ATTENTION
"We started old 1%,,, years ago
by rising appointments, nut the
typical college illness needs attention
promptly.stated
Dr.

basis?
After weighing the pros and
cons of the situation, the resulting
proposal centered on "a state-wide
!
faculty consultative body."
The committee felt that an advisory group would be more macteal to initiate through the Board
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in the Activities Office. More
than 185 organizations keep the
staff of six in the office busy.

By DRU CHALLBERG
From the first campus group
formed in 1871 at San Jose Normal
School, the college has expanded
into the present 188 recognized
campus organizations.
In the school year of 1870-71,
less than 290 upperclassmen were
in attendance at the school, compared to the present 17,000 plus
enrollment. Among these students
were the several who collaborated
to form the Philomathean Society,
the oldest known campus organization.
Strong literary interest during
the latter part of the 19th century
provoked the creation of the society and this interest continued to
foster additional organizations.
Members of the Philornathean
Society later branched out in such
literary groups as the Young Men’s
Debating Society, the Friday Afternoon Club, Knowledge Seekers
S ’ety, Lovers of Literature and

Amu-Amy
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A History of Growth
the Shakespeare Club.
Four of the literary societies
founded in the late 1890s became
social groups in 1908. They now
have developed into the oldest
sororities on campus.
Religion created another common interest ground. In 1886, the
school’s YMCA was formed by the
senior class women. The Ramabai
Circle appeared in 1887 as a means
to "encourage interest in foreign
missionary work."
Debating fever continued to be
strong during the first half of the
20th century. Renamed the Athian
Society in 1923, the debating team
was reorganized in 1924 to form
the Central California Intercollegiate Debating Federation.
A sudden increase in enrollment
in 1898 stimulated many new and
varied organizations on campus.
It was at this time that the Students Association, the Tennis Club
and the Outing Club for Saturday
Hikes made their debut.
The present Alumni Association
dates back to 1885 when it began
its rapid growth. In 1922, an alumni office was opened on campus
and continued expansion necessitated the opening of separate
alumni quarters in 1951.
Service groups accounted for a
large student representation and
contribution throughout the years
of SJS history.
The campus unit of the American Red Cross contributed valuable aid during the war years.
World War II began and again
the SJS Red Cross unit put forth
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Residence Hall
Plans Scholarships
Sit erdi scholarships t d: NI.t:
ham Hall residents may be in the
offing if a scholarship committee
priaxtsal to Hall Council is acted
upon.
The committee’s proposal calls
for $40 scholarships to Markham
residents situ GPA t or .1f, or
bet ter
Alternate suggestion., include
payment tor the scholar.- books
special plagues, trophies or certificates, ur a permanent dorm
plague listing Markham’s scholars.

MUN Advisory Post
Accepted by Wahlquist
Pres. John T. Wahlguist has accepted 8 position on the first
Ad% isory Board of the Model United Nations MUN of the Pacific
West. MUN Secretary General
Slam Owego,’ ann./towed yestert..,)
Pies:dent Wahlguist’s main du on the Athrsory Huard sill
LA- to assist the MUN in matters
pertaining to the SJS campus during tlw planning for the 13th An.
MAUI
Sintulated United Nations

Special UN Stamps Faculty Senate Conflict:
Due at Festival

, Session, to be held here April
124-27. More than 100 colleges and
1200 delegates from 13 western
states will attend the session.
Other members of the newly
formed Advisory Board are Rubert Welch, mayor of San Jose.1
W.
Quart., assistant cashier at
Second and Jan autos Streets
branch of the Bunk ut America:
Joel Fisher. attorney-at-las,
, Berkeley: and Edward E. Lialeske.
,’assistant director. Palo Alto Medical Research Foundation.

Medical Aid to 27,500

,

United Nations Da%
issue stamps are going to he as ail.
able in San Jose through thy
Model United Nations at tomorrow’s festival. Santa Clara Count
Fairgrounds.
The first is the Dag Ham
marskjold Commemorative stamp;
the second. U N. Operation in the
Congo special issue.
The I’ N. Operation in the Congo
stamp is a tribute to the UN ’s
effort in response to appeal of
the goerrunent to assist in restoring law and order in the
Congo. Dag Harriniarskjuld Commemorative stamp needs little explanation; it honors the world
statesman who lost his life In a
plane crash, while holding the position as Secretary-General of the
United Nations.

Health Service Sees 2nd Year
In Ultra -Modern Clinic on Ninth
JANE 1101-T and TIM BARR
(Editor’s note.: This is the
fourth and last article In a
weekly series concerning student-centered enterprises on the
SIM Jose State canipus.
The Student Health
which caters to 27.74k 5,15 students, faculty members and employees yearly. is celebrating its
second
anniversary in its new

building. having moved there in
October,
’The department mie.,1 to its
five-story building from older.
cramped quarters in Tower Hall.
A corps of 10 full-tinte :mil eight
part-time physicians stall the ultra-modern (air -patient clinic Liedity. A team of 25 nurses, tech-

nicians and cleuical personnel keep
t he center running efficiently.
The Student Health Service
functions on both an appointment
and non-appointment basis from
7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.. Monday
through Friday.
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Thomas Gray, director of the Center. All students carrying
health service. "Now our staff ro- units or more are covered under
tates every half-day. Half take the free-shot plan.
:upointments and half take paAsked if the health service
tients on a come -1n basis."
, had ever had very unusual eases.
Dr. Gray explained this proce- Dr. Gray said. "To us, the undure enables each physician to be usual is usual." He compared the
available on an appointment basis college to a community of 17.000
sometime during each day.
"San Jose State students are no
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is a typical story. At present, the
1968 schedule is being negotiated.
Overriding any San Jose State
football game is a basic philosophy
decided between Pres. John T.
Wahlquist and members of the
Athletic Advisory Committee. Here
at this preliminary conference, the
types of teams SJS picks as opponents, the emphasis football will
take for the year and other basic
decisions are made.
Up until late last year, the exact
date of the Homecoming game was
not known. The men’s Physical Education Department makes its recommendation based on estimated
draw, weather conditions and other
outside factors. Once the date is
picked, the wheels begin to turn.
In January, a physical survey is
made of Spartan Stadium. Each
seat is checked for warping and
splinters. The scoreboard and lighting are given careful attention.
When needed, soil experts are
called in to recommend changes to
assure a green turf. Early this
year, the Physical Education Department met with the San Jose
city police to discuss crowd and
traffic control.
At its February meeting. the
Athletic Special Event Committee
selected the theme for homecom-

ing. It voted to bring back an
alumni band to be backed up by
some of yesteryear’s song girls.
The committee also makes decisions about inviting the opposing
team’s marching hand, and making
any recommendations to SJS’
marching band director, Roger
Muzzy.
Also involved in tomorrow’s game
will be car parkers, ushers, ticket
sellers, Pinkerton and SJS Police
School guards, banjoists and singers in the pre-game show, and, of
course, the audience.
A little-known fact of tomorrow
night’s spectacular is the scouting
done many months in advance. At
the end of last semester, teams
who had played the University of
New Mexico were contacted in the
latter part of the season.
If possible, movies of the games
were borrowed. The Spartan coaching staff reviewed the movies, and
toward the end of summer, one of
the coaches actually went to New
Mexico to see if there were any
basic changes in the opponent’s
method of play.
Another method of observation
also aids the Spartans. In the press
box, one of the coaches watches
thnItigh binoculars for weaknesses

of the opponent and. via telephone.

calls the bench to inform the coal
as to play possibilities
Because of the natural sinpel
the football field, the coach sore
times is unable to see the entO
action of his players on the tiel
The overhead spotter system ’xi
dispensable in filling this void.

DIRE._ TOR Boo
Bronzan is on the phone again
arranging another game for Set
Jose State, The Homecoming
game tomorrow night will
signed in 1957: the 1968 schedule is being made
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Plans Scholarships
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Pres. John T Wahlquist has ac- iSession, to be held here April
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Act. isory Board of the Model Unit- 1200 delegates from 1:t western
states will attend the session.
ed Nations .M1:tit of the Pacific
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Other members of the newly
West, MUN Secretary General
!formed Advisory Board are RobSara Obreyon announeed yester- ert Welch, mayor of San Jose.
day.
W. II Quide, assistiud cashier at
President Walikmiat’a main du- Second and San ea rltra S t wet s
ties on the Adsisory Board will branch or the Bunk ut America.
Ire to aria’s! the MUN in matters Joel
Fisher,
attorney -at -lam.,
pertauung to the SJS campus dur- ’Berkeley: and Edward E. Daleske.
ing the planning for the 13th An- lassistant director, Palo Alto Medinual Simulated United Nations cal Research Foundation.
cepted
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Health Service Sees 2nd Year
In Ultra -Modern Clinic on Ninth
.1
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BOAT and TIM BARR Thomas Gray, director of the
health service. "Now our staff ro(Editor’s note: This is the
lanes every half-day. Half take
fourth and last article in a
%vivid) aeries concerning stir- appointments and half take patients on a come-in basis."
dent-centered enterprises tin the
San Jose stater campus.)
Dr. Gray explained this proce-

Its

Special UN Stamps Faculty Senate Conflict:
Due at Festival
The rarecial l’iiited Nations Das
:rsue stamps are going to be
able in San Jose through the
Mcalel United Nations at tomorrow’s festival, Santa Clara Cinint
Fairgriainds.
The first is the Dag Ham
marskjold Commemorative stamp,
the second. U N. Operation in the
Congo special issue.
’Die U.N. Operation ifi the Congo
stamp is a tribute to the U N
eitort in response to appeal at
die goserunient to ttihtht ti it
storing law alai order in the
Congo. Dag liainniarskjold Commemorative stamp needs little explanation: it honors the world
statesman who lost Us life in a
plane crash, while holding the position as Secretary -General of the
United Nations.

Asked if the health service
had ever had very unusual cases,.
Dr. Gray said. "To us, the tin’Die Student Health S,ersiee, cture enables each physician to be usual is usual." He compared the
srs
stuwhich caters to 27.51s,
available on an appointment basis college to a community of 17,000.
dents, faculty members and em- sometime during each day.
"San Jose State students are no
stoyees yearly, is celebrating its
Free shots and immunize
scatond anniverssory in its new are given each Friday at
building, having also ed there in health service for tetanus,
Goober. 1060.
phi lit, smallpox and diphtl

and non-appointment basis from
7::50 a.m. to 4.30 p.m., .Monday
through Friday.
PROMPT ATTENTION
"We started old two years ago
by using appointments, hut the
typieal college illness needs at.
promptly."
stated
Dr.

"Ordinarily we don’t run
high." stated Dr. Gray. In
,ion to the nominal charge fo
flu serum, students under 21
present a written statement
’either a parent or guardian. F
may be picked up at the H
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with this query following lust wide faculty
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week’s faculty diSclotsion on the
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senate with Dr. Jordan Churchill,
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serving the Chancellor and thsr
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During its research period, tlar
Phase 1 committee faced the dilemma of function. Should the propissed state-wide group operate on
an advisory or delegated -power
basis?
After weighing the pros and
eons of the situation, the resulting
proposal centered on "a state-wide
faculty consultative body."
The committee felt that an adisory group would he more practical to initiate through the Board
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